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ARCHIVO 
His Excellency: 

Enclosed is an information briefing packet regarding the Japanese plutonium 
shipment that is to potentially pass by your country's waters sometime this fall from 
France on its way to Japan. The shipment will contain 1 ton of plutonium, enough nuclear 
weapons capable material to create over 120 nuclear bombs. The material is also highly 
toxic. Many countries en route have already misal official objections to this shipment 
passing near their waters. 

There will be an international forum taking place October 4-6th in Tokyo on Sea Shipments 
of Japanese Plutonium. It is co-sponsored by Citizens' Nuclear Information Center 
(CNIC) in Tokyo and Nuclear Control Institute of Washington D.C. This forum will 
provide an excellent opportunity for obtaining further information regarding these 
shipments. CNIC in Tokyo has sent invitations for the forum to your embassy in Tokyo. 

For further information about Japanese plutonium shipments, please contact the aboye 
address or: 

Citizens' Nuclear Information Center 
1-59-14-302, Higashí-nakano, Nakano-ku, Tokyo 164, Japan 
Tel. +81-3-5330-9520 Fax. +81-3-5330-9520 

(If you wish to obtain a video copy of two excellent programs on this issue by BBC and 
ABC at tape and mailing cost , please write to the aboye address.) 

Yours sincerely, 

Aileen Mioko Smith 
Director, Plutonium Action Netvvork-Kyoto 

P.S. ibis packet is also being sent to your embassy in Tokyo. 



Citiz.ens' Nuclear Information Center 
1-59-14-302 Higashi-nalcano, Nakano-ku, Tokyo 164, Japan 
Tel. +81-3-5330-9520 Fax. + 81-3-5330-9530 
Nuclear Control Institute 
1000 Connecticut Avenue, Suite 704, Washington D.C. 20036, U.S.A. 
Tel. +1-202-822-8444 Fax. +1-202-452-0892 

Asia-Pacific Forum on Sea Shipments of Japanese 
Plutonium: Issues and Concerns  

A Forum Sponsored by Citizens* Nuclear Information Center (CNIC) 
and Nuclear Control Institute (NCI) 

October 4th - 6th, 1992 

OVERVIEW: 
A three day forum is being convened which will bring together government officials 

and parliamentarians, environmental activists, and regional security specialists from a 
riumber of nations in the Asian-Pacific region which are en route of the Japanese plutonium 

shipments. 
The forum will explore the risks associated with the first one-ton shipment of highly 

toxic, weapons-usable plutonium that is scheduled to be transported by sea this fall from 
France to Japan. Following a series of briefings, delegates from the countries that are en 
route of the shipment will state their concerns. The forum will conclude with a discussion 
and a resolution which will reflect and summarize the concerns of the participants. 

Embassies of countries which are en route will be invited to observe the 
proceedings, as will representatives of the Japanese government and nuclear industry. 
Regional, Japanese, and foreign press will also be invited to attend. A press conference and 
meetings with Diet members and Science and Technology Agency (STA) officials will take 

place on the third day. 

BRIEFINGS ( October 4,1992) 

*Does Japan Need Plutonium? 	Dr. Jinzaburo Takagi, Director, CNIC 
*What Risks do Plutonium Sea Shipments Pose for Public Health and Safety? 

Prof. Al Wallace, Rensellear Polytechnic Institute 
*Impact of Japan 's Plutonium Pro gram on Global Prohferation and Nuclear Terroristn 

Paul Leventhal, President, NCI. 

*Liability and Law of the Sea Ranufications 
Prof. Jon Van Dyke, Univ.of Hawaii Law School 

*Impact of Japan 's Plutonium Pro gram on Regional Stability and Nuclear Development 
Prof. Andrew Mack, Australian National Univ. 



PRESENTATION OF CONCERNS FROM COUNTRIES WHICH ARE EN ROUTE THE 
JAPANESE PLUTONIUM SHIPMENTS ( October 4, 1992) 

President Bernard Dowiyogo 	 Republic of Nauru 

Governor Lorenzo L DL Guerrero 	 Commonwealth of the 

Senator Marilyn Manibusan 	
Guam Northern Mariana Islands 

Eleanor M. Gonzalez 	 Republic of the Philippines 
Board Director & Treasurer, Nuclear Free Philippines Coalition 

Congressman I Hae Chan 	 Republic of Korea 

Lopeti Senituli 	 Dominion of New Zealand 
Director, Pacific Concerns Resource Center 

Anung Karyadi 	 Republic of Indonesia 
Nuclear Campaigner, WALHI 

DISCUSSION AND RESOLUTION (October 5, 1992) 
V.That are the available legal, political and popular responses? Discussion will 
include briefing of statements issued by other governments and citizen organizations 
en route objecting to the shipments, concerns expressed at this forum, and an 
assessment of the Abercrombie Amendment now pending in the U.S. Congress as a 
legislative and regulatory model for en-route nations to bar entry of Japanese 
plutonium shipments, etc. 

CONCLUSION 	*Science and Technology Agency 
*Discussion and submitting of forum resolution and petition. 
*Discussion with Diet members 

Citizens Nuclear Information Center  is located in Tokyo and collects and analyzes a wide 
range of information both domestic and international regarding nuclear power plants. 
(Director: Dr. Jinzaburo Takagi) 

Nuclear Control Institute located in Washington D.C. is dedicated to stopping the spread 
and reversing the growth of nuclear arms and the proliferation of plutonium. (President: 
Paul Leventhal) 



Citizens' Nuclear Information Center 
1-59-14-302 Higashi-nakano, Nalcano-ku, Tokyo 164, Japan 
Tel +81-3-5330-9520 Fax +81-3-5330-9530 

SUMMARY OF REACTIONS FROM VARIOUS COUNTRIES ALONG THE 
POTENTIAL JAPANESE PLUTONIUM SHIPMENT ROUTES (To date: 1992' 25. 
September) 

Governments, nations, and organizations that have issued resolutions expressing 
concern, refusing passage in their waters, or asked for re-routing of the Japanese 
pluonium shipment 

State of Hawaii, Governor, 21 May 
Western Governors' Association (U.S. governors of 21 western states), 23 June 
Republic of South Africa Environment Ministry, 7 July 
ANC 	7 July 
South Pacific Forum (15 nations), 9 July 
French Green Party, 18 August 
Indonesia National Atomic Energy Agency (BATAN) Minister, Transport Ministry, 22 

August. Minister of Environment and Population, 28 August,. 
Foreign Ministry, 17 September 

Malaysia. Marine Department, 29 August. 	Foreign Ministry, 14 September. 
,Science Technology and Environment Ministry, 17 September. 

Argentina Group of national parliamentarians, 2 September. 
Brazil 	Commisao Nacional de Energia Nuclear (CNEN), 2 September. 
Chile 	National Resources Ministry, 10 September. 
Singapore Foreign Ministry, 19 September. 

Countries where the issue has been taken up in the media extensively. 
'Guam •Belau 'Australia 'Indonesia 'Portugal •Philippines •Northern Mariana Islands 
Republic of South Africa •Hawaii -New Zealand -Chile 'Hong Kong 

Environmental protection and anti-nuclear organizations actively taking up the issue 
inlby the following places: 
Philippines -South Korea 'Indonesia • Republic of South Africa 
Pacific Concerns Resource Center (PCRC) 

Governments and countries that have responded to the Japanese citizens' post card 
campaign 
Hawaii •Northem Mariana Islands 'Tonga •Mauritius 'Republic of South Africa •Tuvalu 

'Venezuela •Micronesia 

Embassies in Japan that have asked for briefings or information from CNIC 
Kiribati•Zaire •Thailand -Italy •Philippines 'Sudan 



Citizens" Coalition Against the Plutonium Fast-Jireeder Program  
Plutonium Action Network - Kyoto 
Suite 103, 22-75 Tanaka Sekidencho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, 606 Japan 
Tel. +81-75-701-7223 Fax. +81-75- 702-1952 

Japanese Plutonium Shipments 
This Month's Update 
Issued: 25 September 1992 

ESCORT VESSEL SHIKISHIMA HAS TROUBLE 
Akatsuki Maru, Japan's plutonium carrier left Yokohama port in Japan bound for France 
on 24 August accompanied by its escort vessel the Shikishima. 

It was learned on 4 September that the Shikishima returned to Yokohama pon without 
explanation. Japan's Maritime Safety Agency (MSA) and also the Science and 
Technology Agency (STA) declined to comment on why the largest MSA patrol vessel had 
retumed to port. Japanese TV media showed the Shikishima berthing at the Yokohama 
pier. Ihiring the several days that ensued, great numbers of workers were on board 
apparently carrying out repair work. The Japan Times reponed on 6 September that, "An 
official at Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries, which built the specially designed patrol 
ship, indirectly admitted that the ship is in trouble." The vessel left Yokohama port again 
several days laten 

JAPAN DOES NOT HAVE NEED FOR PLUTONIUM SHIPMENT 
Japan already has a cumulative stuplus of plutonium, a cushion sufficient to meet Japan's 
actual plutonium requirements for airee years. l'herefore, the imminent shiprnent 
scheduled for this fall from France to Japan is not necessary. The plutonium cannot leave 
the port of Cherborg until France has granted an expon license for the shipment. Under 
current regulations, France must certify that the exponed plutonium will be put to 
"immediate use" in the country of desdnation. 

The French newspaper Liberation took up this issue of need in an extensive anide dated 9 
September. It reponed on an open letter sent on 4 September by Citizens' Nuclear 
Information Center of Tokyo and Nuclear Control Institute of Washington D.C. to the 
French Minister of Industry, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, stating that, "We believe the export 
license should not he approved because our own analysis indicates that Japan has an 
adequate supply of plutonium at this time and for the foreseeable future. Japan's declared 
need for the plutonium is based on incomplete and highly questionable data that were 
recently released by Japan's government-owned Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel 
Development Corporation (PNC).....We believe the French Government is legally 
obligated under European and French policies to scrutiniz,e Japan's plutonium inventory in 



order to avoid contributing to large, surplus stores of this weapons-usable nuclear 
material." 

FRENCH GREEN PARTY ISSUES RESOLUTION AGAINST JAPANESE 
PLUTONIUM SHIPMENT 
The French "Les Verts" issued its statement on 18 August. 

CARIBBEAN CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION ISSUES RESOLUTION 
AGAINST JAPANESE PLUTONIUM SHIPMENT 
The Caribbean Conservation Association in a resolution dated 28 August stated we "DO 
FORMALLY ROOLVE TO: 

Cali on the governments of the Caribbean independently and Caricom States jointly to 
take urgent steps and implement measures, including legislation, to prohibit the movement 
and passage of shipments of ah hazardous materials and especially plutonium, irradiated 
nuclear fuel and nuclear waste through the territorial and economic zone waters of the 
Caribbean. 

CnIlon the governments of the region to request that Japan, the United Kingdom and 
France terminate ah l acts and plans to separate plutonium and transport irradiated nuclear 
fuel, plutonium and nuclear waste across international or national waters or boundaries. 
Call on the governments of the Caribbean to use the forum of the United Nations and any 

other relevant body to prohibit the movement of these materials. 

ARGENTINA, BRAZIL, CHILE, INDONESIA, MALAYSIA, SINGAPORE: 
OBJECTIONS RAISED REGARDING JAPANESE PLUTONIUM 
SHIPMENTS (See related articles.) 

HIGH JAPANESE GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL STATES: PLUTONIUM 
TRANSPORT SHIP " WILL NOT BE PASSING THROUGH THE 
MALACCA STRAITS" 
After extensive objections lodged by the Indonesian and Malaysian governments, a high 
official of the Japanese government announced on 21 September (reported in evening 
edition of the Asahi) that the Japanese plutonium transport ship will not be passing through 
the 1VIalacca Straits. Asahi reported, "The official stated this in connection with increased 
opposition by the governments of Malaysia, Indonesia etc. which are located along the 
Straits." Asahi also stated, "The (Japanese) government's policy is not to disclose the 
route of the shipment whatsoever, and therefore it will not be informing the countries along 
the Malacca Straits that the shipment will not be passing through the Straits." 

JAPANESF, FEDERATION OF BAR ASSOCIATIONS ISSUES 
RESOLUTION OPPOSING JAPANESE PLUTONIUM SHIPMENT 
The national Japanese Federation of Bar Associations issued its resolution against the 
imminent plutonium shipment in early September. 



Citizens' Nuclear Information Center 
1-59-14-302 Higashi-nakano, Nakano-ku, Tokyo 164, Japan 

News Briefing 
August 24, 1992 

********************************* 

Contact: 	Yurika Ayukawa 
Jinzaburo Takagi 
81-3-5330-9520 (tel) 
81-3-5330-9530 (fax) 

JAPANESE PLUTONIUM CARRIER DEPARTS 
JAPAN FOR FRANCE IN SPITE OF 

DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL PROTEST 

Japan's plutonium carrier the Akatsuki-maru left Yokohama harbor early this 

morning, bound for Prance where it will be loaded with over one metric ton of plutonium to 

be shipped to Japan. The shipment is part of Japan's controversial nuclear energy program 
in which 45 tons of plutonium will be transported from Europe to Japan starting this year. 

Citizens' Nuclear Information Center (Director: Jinzaburo Takagi) of Tokyo 
protests the departure of the plutonium carrier for France, and, Japan's plutonium 

use policy. 

Background: 

Domestic and international protest has raised safety, security and proliferation 
concems. The program has come under major criticism because it entails the creation of 
tremendous quantities of plutonium at a time when the major nuclear powers are struggling 
with the issue of how to manage the huge quantities of plutonium coming from dismantled 

nuclear weapons. 

Plutonium is so toxic that 1 gram can cause cancer in tens of 

thousands of people. 

»24,000 years is necessary for plutonium's radioactivity 

to be halved. 



The shipment which will contain enough weapon-strength plutonium to create more 
than 120 nuclear warheads, is to be escorted from France to Japan by a single Japanese 
Maritime Safety Agency Coast Guard cutter. The journey will cover over 16,000 miles and 
cross both Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The shipment will pass the vicinity of over 60 
countries. 

The United States must give final approval to the transport plan before the 
plutonium shipment can Lake place because the plutonium to be shipped originates from 
uranium supplied by the United States Department of Energy. The uranium was used as 
fuel in Japanese nuclear power plants, and the nuclear waste shipped to France for 
reprocessing. 

Protest in Japan: 

Japanese citizens objecting to their country's accumulation and use of 
plutonium are protesting their government's policy, launching a nationwide post card 
and media campaign abroad (including a full page ad in the New York Times in June) 
to inform governments and peoples abroad of the dangers of plutonium accumulation. 

CNIC and Washington-based Nuclear Control Institute announced today the 
co-sponsoring of an international conference on the Japanese plutonium sea shipment 
issue in Tokyo October 4th - 6th. The conference will provide a forum for the 
concern that has been raised internationally regarding this shipment. 

International Protest; 

International protest has been mounting over the past severa] months. The 
South Pacific Forum, a group of 15 Pacific nations, at its July meeting unanimously 
passed a communique urging Japan to consult fully with Forum countries regarding 
the shipments, and that the shipments be made in accordance with the highest 
international safety and security standards. (Member nations are Australia, Cook 
Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, the Marshall Islands, Micronesia, New Zealand, Nauru, Niue, 
Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, and Western 
Samoa.) 

Concern has been expressed and inquines made regarding the shipment by 
countries such as Malaysia, Spain, Mauritius, Guam, American Samoa and Northern 
Marianas. And, at the May meeting of the Asia-Pacific Parliamentarians Union, 
representatives of several member states also expressed concern but Japanese delegates 
refused to discuss the issue. 



South Africa stated July 7th that it would bar ships carrying plutonium for Japan's 
nuclear reactors from sailing within 200 miles of its coasi Environment Minister Louis 
Pienaar stated, "We are fully aware of the dangers that these cargoes pose to the 
environment." He said Japan had made no approaches to South Africa about the shipments. 
The ban was reported by Reuters in a wire service story headlined, "South Africa Bars 

Deadly Fuel From Coastal Waters." (July 7th.) 

The intemational press reported today that the Indonesian government has 

officially lodged their opposition to the Japanese government regarding the sea shipment 
of plutonium through their waters. The International lIerald Tribune had reported as 

early as July that Emil Salirn, Indonesia's Minister of State for Population and Environment 
urged Japan to avoid congested straits and shipping lanes in Southeast Asia, and keep 
shipment as far as possible from land. 

Governor Thurston K. Siba of the state of Kosrae of the Federated States of 

Micronesia wrote to CNIC in May that, "...we are extremely concemed about the plans to 

transport 50 tons of plutonium from Europe to Japan. The potential for accident to occur 
with the handling, shipping or hijacking of this most toxic and deadliest of material can not 
be overemphasized." President Dowiyogo of the Pacific island state of Nauru is quoteÁl 

by the Courier Mail of Australia to have proposed that any nation shipping toxic 

substances across the Pacific be hable for any damages that result. This position became 

the policy of the South Pacific Forum in July. 

The governments of Italy, Kiribati, Philippines, Sudan, Thailand, Venezuela, 
and Zaire have asked CNIC for further information on the imminent shipments. 
Environmentál groups, organizations concerned with nuclear weapons issues, and peace 

groups in various nations en route such as South Korea, the Philippines, Indonesia, South 

Africa and the Pacific have been protesting and sending action alerts to further inform the 

public about the dangers of the shipment. 

In the United States Hawaii's Governor John Waihee issued a statement about the 

shipment in June saying, "I am not satisfied that adequate safeguards are in place to protect 

hurnan, animal life and the general environment 	I don't think they (the U.S. Federal 

Administration) understand that the ocean connects, feeds, and supports ah l island people." 

Governor Waihee states that the State of Hawaii's concerns include: 

Quote 
inadequate environmental review of the transportation plan 
lack of independent testing of the transporting casks 
no provision to notify Hawaii or other local jurisdictions when the 

ship passes through our waters 



not knowing whether Hawaii, or other Pacific Islands, have been 
designated as safe havens or emergency ports, and under what 
conditions safe havens may be sought 

no plan for notification or training of local personnel in case of an 
incident. 

The Japan government's Science and Technology Agency announced this spring that 
it will D_Qt inform countries en route of the shipments about contingency plans for possible 
emergency port calls. Also, neither the Japanese flor the Bush Administration has as yet 
addressed the liability issue. 

The IMO (International Maritirnelarganizatión) is currently investigating the 
safety of the casks which are to carry theplutonium. In March of this year international 
maritime safety experts reporte4that the casks would not be capable of sustaining 
maximum credible accident conditions at sea. 

Concern in the U,S,: 

There is concern within the U.S. Congress about the safety of the plutonium 
shipments. The currently pending bill of the Comprehensive National Energy Policy Act 
includes an amendment introduced by Representative Neil Abercrombie (D-Ilawaii) 
which, according to a Washington Post article this June, "would bar from U.S. ports any 

plutonium-bearing ship bound for Japan whose containers fail to meet standards set by the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, standards that Japan in all likelihood cannot meet." 

U,S. Senate non-proliferation leasler John Glenn on August 12th called on the 
Bush administration to reverse its policy of condoning commercial uses of plutonium. The 
author of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act stated, "The proposed shipments will present 
new risks to the environment, new risks of terrorism, and new risks of weapons 
proliferation." He added that these risks are needless "since there is no compelling 
economic justification for the commercial use of plutonium in Japan or any other country." 
Glenn said that plutonium use only makes economic sense as a nuclear fuel if uranium is 
scarce and expensive --exactly opposite from current conditions. 

Glenn outlined the aboye concerns in a letter to the U.S. General Accounting 
Office (GAO) which will investigate the proposed shipments at the Senator's request. 
Glenn stated, "Our goal should not  be to encourage foreign commercial uses of bomb 
material." 

The Western Governor's Association in the U.S. issued a resolution in June 
stating that, "The (plutonium) transpon vessel and shipment casks must meet independently 



verifiable standards to withstand maritime accidents including collision, tire and sinking.... 
Materials that cannot be transponed safely should not be transported." The Association 
include governors from Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada, Alaska, Hawaii, 
Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Idaho, North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Mirinesota, American Samoa, Northern Mariana, 
and Guam. 

Concern still remains within the U.S. government regarding the security of the 
shipmeni The U.S. Department of Defense in a statement issued in 1987 had suted that 
"even if the most careful preeautions are observed, no one could guarantee the safety of the 
cargo." 

U.S. Vice-Presidential candidate Senator Al Gore in a June 17th speech about a 
Comprehensive Test Ban to stop the production of weapons-grade fissionable material, 
highly enriched uranium, and plutonium made clear his views about the Japanese and 
French nuclear programs. He states, "I believe that ultimately the civil nuclear energy 
programs of France and Japan will come under review, as voters in those countries become 
aware of the reality that they will be living with vast quantities of reprocessed plutonium. 
The sooner this happens, the better. By leaving a United States-Russia agreement open for 
others, we can emphasize the need to block further accumulation of bomb grade material 
anywhere for any reason." 

Japan beginning to reassess its plutonium  

Japanese utilities have not been keen on the government's plutonium use policy. 
And there are'now some dissenting voices within Japan's nuclear industry. Those who 
believe that a change of policy is needed point out that perhaps Japan should nol-. have a 
policy at [bis time of creating large quantities of plutonium 

The New York Times reported on August 3rd that, "Facing growing criticism from 
abroad, Japanese Government officials say they have begun rethinking the naticn's 
ambitious nuclear energy plans... (S)ince the collapse of the Soviet Union and the 
dismantling of large numbers of nuclear weapons, experts have warned that a glut of 
plutonium could pose major environmental problems and security threats. (I)n private 
Bush Administration offícials have been saying for months that they want Tolcyo to find a 
way to extricate itself." 

In July, the Japanese Government's Science and Technology Agency cre,ated an 
advisory panel to reassess Japan's mid-term nuclear program. This panel will probably 
include a reassessment of Japan's plutonium plans. 
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To TUE GOVERWIESTS DY NATIONS AND TERRITORIES 
ALOWG POTENTIAL ROUTES POR SEA SHIPMENTS OP JAPANESE PUTONIDM 

Algeria, Democratic and 
Popular Republic of 

American Samoa (U.S.) 
Angola, People's Republic of 
The Argentino Republic 
Azores Islands (Portugal) 
Barbados 
Belau 
Benin, Republic of 
Brazil 
Brunei--Stats of 

Brunei Darussalam 
Canary Ialands (Spain) 
Cameroon, lepublic of 
Cape Verde, Republic of 
Chagos Arohipelago (U.K.) 
Chile 
China, Peoplels Republic of 
Columbia 
Congo, Republic of 
Curaca° (Netherlands) 
Dominica, Commonwealth o! 
Dominioan Republio 
Ecuadór 
Ecypt, Arab Republi: of 
Equatorial Guinea 
Ethiopiá 
Faikland Islands (11 41.) 

Republic of 
France 
Prench Polynesia (rrance) 
The Gabonese Republic 
Galapagos Islinds (Ecuador) 
The Gambia 
Ghana 
Greece 
Grenada 
Guadeloupe (France) 
Guam (U.S.) 
Guinea, Republic of 
Guinea-Bissau, Republio of 
Haiti 
Hawaii (U.S.) 
India 
Indonesia, Republic 01 
Isla de Coca (Costa Rica) 
Italy 
Ivory Coast—Republio of 

Cote d'Ivoiré 
Jamaica 
Kiribati 
Liberia, Republic of 

People's 
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 

Madagasc§r,  Democratic 
Republic of  

Malaysia 
Maldivas 
Marshall Diluida, 

Republic of the 
Martlnique (rranca) 
Mauritania, Islamio 

Republic of 
Mauritius 
Micronesia, rederated 

Statea ce 
Midway Islands (U.S.) 
Morooco, xing6om of 
Mozambique, Republic of 
Namibia, Republic of 
Nauru, Republic of 
Nigeria, Federal Republic of 
NOrthern Marianas /slands, 
Commonwealth of the (U.S.) 

Ornan, Sultanate Of 
Paname, Republic of 
The Philippines 
Portugal 
Puerto Rico, 

Commonwealth of ().S.) 
St. Christopher (U.K,) 
S. Lucia 
St. Vincent & the Granadinas 
Sao Tome & Principe 
eaudi Arabia 
Senegal, Republic of 
Seychelles, Républic of 
Sierra Entone 
Singapore/  Republic of 
Solómon Islands (U.S.) 
Somali Democretic Republic 
South Africa, Republic of 
Spain 
Sri Lanka, Democratic 

Socialist Republic o! 
sudan, Republic of the 
Taiwan--Republic of China 
Thailand 
Togo, Republic of 
Tonga, Kingdom 902 
Tu ala 
Tuvalu 
United Kingdom 
Uruguay 
Wake Island (U.S.) 
Westetn Samoa 
Venezuela, Republic of 
Vietnam 
Virgin islands (U.S.) 
Yemen, Republic of 
Zaire, Republic of 



ACTIVISTS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL group Greenpeace protest with banners and nuclear 
bomb dummies against production and increasing stocks of weapons-grade plutonium and its 
transportation Monday in front of Vienna's Austria Center, where the annual conference of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency opened. AP PHOTO 

"an international nuclear 
safety convention to assure 
minimum levels of safety in 
ah l plants, wherever they may 
be." 

He said such a convention, 
to be meaningful, should be 

confined to civilian nuclear 
power plants and consist of 
general principles. 

But Selin counseled against 
establishing an international 
regulatory body to implement 
it because "nuclear safety is 

inherently a national respon-
sibility, which cannot be dele-
gated." 

Several countries have  
raised objections to the  
planned transportation  
aboard a Japanese ship ot  
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Nuclear body urges better safety 
IAEA concemed about stocks, transportation of plutonium 

VIENNA (AP) The Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency 
on Monday called for a world-
wide convention to address 
growing concerns over the 
safety of nuclear power. 

Conferees from several na-
tions expressed fears that in-
creasing stocks of the nuclear 
fuel plutonium pose an inter-
national danger, especially as 
a ton of plutonium is about to 
be shipped from France to Ja-
pan. 

However, a formal discus-
sion on the plutonium issue 
was taken off the agenda of 
the weeklong conference at 
the insistence of the United 
States and some other coun-
tries, according to IAEA 
sources who requested ano-
nymity. 

IAEA Director General 
Hans Blix told reporters Fri-
day that unidentified member 
countries were not ready for a 
comprehensive review of the 
plutonium issue at the meet-
ing, which began Monday. 

But the plutonium question 
was addressed by several del-
egates and French delegation 
chief Philippe Rouvillois 
called it "a delicate prob-
lem." 

U.S. chief delegate Ivan Se-
lin, head of the Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission, called for 

about 1 metric ton of plutoni-
um from Cherbourg, France, 
to Japan. • 

Kanzo tanigawa, chairman 
of Japan's Atomic Energy 
Commission, said Japan 
would take "various physical 
protection measures to en-
sure security of the nuclear 
material, and intends to take 
ah the necessary steps to en-
sure the safe and reliable im-
plementation of this transpor-
tation." 

IAEA officials said the plu-
tonium was recovered from , 
spent Japanese fuel elements 
at the La Hague reprocessing 
plant in France. The nuclear 
fuel originated in the .United 
States. 

They said the plutonium 
cargo will be sealed in Cher-
bourg and transportation will 
take place under the so-called 
safeguards control mecha-
nism of the agency. 

"The stocks of plutonium 
wirincrease both from drsi 
mantling of weapons and 
'from the renrocessing of 
snent nuclear fuel," Blix told  
delegates. "Should new inter-
national measures be taken to  
ensure and verify the peace-
fui use or storaee of this ma-
terial? Should `international  
plutonium storage' again be I 
on the agenda?" 
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Secret voyage: Japan insists plutonium shipments will be safe 

92 • 19j. 29 N E w SC1ENTIST 
THIS WEEK 

Plutonium ship secretly sets sail for Europe 
Michael Cross 
A WORLDWIDE campaign of protest has 
failed to stop the embarkation of the first of 
a series of convoys to ferry tonnes of pluto-
nium from Europe to Japan. 

The plutonium ship, the Akatsuki Maru, 
formerly the Pacific Crane, left its Yoko-
hama berth secretly at dawn last weekend, 
its name and pon blanked out to hide its 
identity. The environmental pressure group 
Greenpeace says it is on its way to France 
to pick up 1 tonne of plutonium extracted 
from spent nuclear fuel at the Cap La 
Hague reprocessing plant. lt will return to 
Japan by a secret route accompanied by a 
purpose-built armed escon, the Shikishima. 

The plutonium will fuel Japan's proto-
type fast-breeder reactors and conventional 
commercial nuclear power stations as pan 
of Tokyo's long-term strategy of closing the 
nuclear fuel cycle by recycling spent fuel. 

The shipments, which over the next 20 
years are likely to ferry as much as 30 
tonnes of plutonium from Cap La Hague 
and its British equivalent at Sellafield, have 
aroused international protest. The govern-
ments of Indonesia and South Africa have 
banned the convoys from their waters until 
the Japanese authorities can prove that the 
plutonium containers can withstand acci-
dents or attacks by terrorists. Earlier this 
month, Senator John Glenn urged the US 
government to use its powers to stop the  

shipments. "There is no compelling eco-
nomic justification for the commercial use 
of plutonium in Japan or in any other coun- 
try," he said. 

Opponents of the shipments say they in-
crease the risk of plutonium falling into the 
hands of terrorists or unstable govern-
ments, which could use it to build nuclear 
weapons. They also claim the containers 
would not withstand a major fire, or sink-
ing in deep water. Greenpeace describes the 
Ai:atsuki Maru as a "floating Chernobyl". 

Campaigners have also revealed that the 

ship's registered owner, a company in Tokyo 
called Sea Bird, has assets of only 400 000 
yen (less than £2000). This raises the ques-
tion of who would be responsible in the 
event of an accident. 
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ASAHI SHIMBUN 
SEPT. 21, 1992 
evening edition (Eh, kr h // '1r4  Yie7  

HIGH JAPANESE GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL STATES: 
PLUTONIUM TRANSPORT SHIP "WILL NOT BE PASSING THROUGH 
THE MALACCA STRAITS" 

A (Japanese) high government official made clear on September 21st that the 
Japanese plutonium transpon ship will not be passing through the Malacca 
Straits. The official stated this in connection with increased opposition by the 
governments of Malaysia, Indonesia etc. which are located along the Straits. 

The high official gave as a reason for avoiding the Straits of Malacca dangers 
of highjacking because of piracy etc. The official stated that due to avoiding 
the Straits, the distance of the voyage will be lengthened considerably. The 
(Japanese) government's policy is not to disclosure the route of the shipment 
whatsoever, and therefore it will not be informing the countries along the 
Malacca Straits that the shipment will not be passing through the Straits. 
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Indonesian officials state objections 
to Japan's plutonium shipment plan 

JAKARTA (Kyodo) The head 
of Indonesia's National Atom- 
ic Energy Agency (BATAN), 
Transportation Ministry off 1-
dais and an environmentalist 

, group oppose a Japanese plan 
to ship plutonium to Japan 
through Indonesian waters, 
the official Antara news agen-
cy t'eported Saturday. 

Djali Ahimsa, head of BA-
TAN, said that although the 
plutonium containers meet 
high safety standards, he 
would still object to the plan if 
the ship passes through Indo- 
nesian waters. 

Japan has said that the con-
tainers are sate enough to 
carry the plutonium from 
France this autumn. Japan 
plans to use the 'plutonium to 
fuel power plants. 

He warned that 1,000 kg of 
, plutonium can make 200 nu-

clear warheads. He also lajd. 

that plutonium, if it contami-
nates the environment, can 
cause cancer. 

"Based on the facts, if BA-
TAN is asked to make its 
opinion about the plutonium 
shipping, then it will resolute-
ly state its objection," Ahim-
sa told Antara. 

A Transportation Ministry 
official said the ministry will 
investigate the possibility 
that the ship will pass through  

the Strait of Malacca. 
"We have to pay serious at-

tention to the plan. It is clear 
we do not want to be polluted 
if an unexpected accident 
takes place," ministry 
spokesman Sukardi said. 

The Strait of Malacca is be-
tween Indonesia's Surnatra 
island and the Malaysia Pen-
insula, near Singapore, and is 
one of the busiest waterways 
in the world. 
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Malaysia adds voice 
to calls opposing 
plutonium shipment 

Plutonium Ship 
Barred From 

Malaysian Waters 
KUALA LUMPUR (Kyodo) 

--Malaysia has banned a 
Japanese freighter trans-
porting plutonium from 
France from entering its 
waters in the Strait of Malac-
ca, a Kuala Lumpur newspa-
per reported Saturday. 

The English-language Stat.  
quoted Marine Department 
Director Ghazali Abu I lassan 
as saying the ship has been 
denle(' pertnission (o sail in 
local waters of the strait 
which separates the peninsu-
la of Malaysia ami the Indo-
nesian island of Sumatra. 

Maritime enforcement 
agencies have been alerled to 
watch out for the 4,800-Ion 
Akalsuki Man: which left Yo-
kohama en Aug. 24 for 
France to carry back 
reprocessed plutonium for 
Japan's prototype fast-
breeder reactor. 

AvN,N I .11. AsPO- 

KUALA LUMPUR (AFP-Jiji) 
Kuala Lumpur has echoed In-

donesian calla opposing pasiage of 
Japanen cargo of plutonium 

that may pan thrvugh the airea 
dividffig Sumatra and the Maly-
dan penitteula. 

"We feel that we should not 
taka risk," a Malayslan Marine 

Department spokennan /dr! 
Saturday, nearly une week atter 
a Japanese ship left Yokohama 
pnrt along a secret route to fetch

ss  ene ton of reproceed weapons-
rade plutonium from France. 

japan't plan to import torne 30 
tono of plutonium from France 
*nd Britain by 2010 for use in its 
fan breeder nuclear reactor, hai 
prompted an International outcry 
smong envirorireental move-
menta, 

"The danger of a nuclear catat-
trophe cannot be ruled out in the 
event of an accident in the sea," 
sald Mohanted Idris, .coordlnator 
of the Third World Network 
based In Malaysia'* northern 
Penang state, en Sunday. 

The Marine Department has 
alerted *11 sea enforcernent agen-
cies tu watch out for the ship. 

The Third World Network, a 
group linking environmental 
groups in Asia, Europe and Lit-
a.% America, said it wal alerting 
itt 'members to pressure their 
governments not to allow punge 

any Rich ship.  
The Japanese-registered Akat-

suki Maru left Yokohama last 
Monday, reporte said. 

The Indonesian Forum for En. 
víronment (Walhi) called on the 
Jakarta government to refule the 
shi0 entry into the buey strait, a 
vital link between the Far East 
and Europe. 

Indonesía's National Atomic 
Power Agency (Batan) had earll-
er opposed the voy age through the 
Strait of Malacca, and the govern-
menea directorate for sea corrunu-
nications said it was reviewing the 
planned route of the Japanese 
vendo. 

Nations mull plutonium ship route 
JAKARTA (Kyodo) Four Southeast Asian countries are dis-

cussing how to deal with the situation if and when a Japa-
nesé vessel carrying plutonium passes near their coasts, 
news reports saick Wednesday. 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and the Philippines are 
trying to hammer out a common pésition toward the route of 
the Akatsuki Maru, which is to transport plutonium from 
Britain and France that was reprocessed from Japan's 
spent nuclear fuel. 

Indonesia's Population and Environment Minister Emil 
Salim noted that the ship, which left Yokohama Aug. 24, is 
expected to pass through the narrcw, busy Strait of Malacca 
on its return trip. 

S 
Local environmental and nongovern mental groups have 

voiced objections to the routq 	
W e-pt 92 IAN 

Tsw, 

Plutonium Passage 
JAKARTA (Kyodo)—Four countries 

belonging to the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations are trying 
to work out a common position 
concerning the possible transit of a I 
Japanese ship carrying plutonium off 
their consta, according to news reporta 
Wednesday. 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and 
the Philippines are worried that the 
Akatzuki Maru, which left Yokohama 
mi Aug. 24 to pick up radioactiva 
material extractad in Britain and 
France from spend nuclear fuel, will 
return via the narrow and buey Strait 
of Malacca. 5,21.  N:12_ 00,,ouvr,,,a;  to 
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Jakarta plutonium fear 
• atter imer sinking 

 
N 

JAKARTA (Kyodo) A collision pore, which supervise the 
Sunday in the Malacca Strait strait, and the Philippines to 
that resultcd in a cruise ship ban the ship from using it. 
going down has lparked even 	The forum referred to the 
sharper objections in lndone- 1975 accident of the Showa 
sia over the possibility that a Maru, the Japanese oil tanker 
Japanese ship will carry plu- that leaked a large amount of 
tonium through the water- crude oil into the strait. 

way. 	
According to the statemcnt, - 

The Akatsuki Maru will 30,000 ships pass annually 
carry highly toxic plutonium through the strait, which is , 
from France to Japan this au- straddled by hundreds of is-
tumn. Its route, a sccret, may lets between the Malay Penin- 
include the Malacca Strait, sula and Sumatra. 
which is one of the busiest 	Budi Santoso, an official of 
commercial waterways in the the Transportatíon Ministry's. 

world. 	 shipping and navigation di- 

Thc• ship left Yokohama rectorate, told Kyodo News 
Monday for Europe just one Service the strait would pro-
day atter a collision in the vide the shortest route for the 
strait between a Taiwanese Akatsuki Maru. 
fishing trawler and the Royal 	Santoso said no ships can be ' 

Pacific cruise ship. 	 banned from the strait be- 
The Indonesian Environ- cause it is an international 

mental Forum issúcd a state- route. 
ment saying the Akatsuki Ma- 	But he said the same sort of 

ru has four route alternatives, accident that befell the Royal 
two of which are through the Pacific could strike any ship 

Malacca Strait. 	 using the strait. 

"Therefore, we must keep 	"The risk of a ship carrying 
on guard against the presence plutonium is too big," Santoso 
of the Akatsuki Maru (in the said. 
strait)," the statement said. 	He said the Akátsuki Maru 

The group urged the Associ- will possibly go through Lom- 
ation of Southeast Asian Na- bok Strait near Bali and sail 
tions countries, espccially In- in waters close to the Philip-f 
donesia, Malaysia and Singa- pincs before going to Japan. 

Plutoniurn ship urged to avoid busy strait 
JAKARTA (Kyodo) The Indo-

nesian ininister of environ-
ment and population, Erni' 
Salín, has asked that a Japa-
nese ship due to carry plutoni-
um from France steer clear 
of the Strait of Malacca, An-
tara news ageney reporte.d 
fr.iday: 

Salim said traffic in the 
Strait of Malacca is so heavy 
that it is better for the ship, 
the Akatsuki Mari!, to take 
other sealanes to avoid the 
possibility of a collision while 
earrying the highly toxic ma-
terial. 

The Strait of Malacca, lo-
cated between Sumatra ami 
the Malay Peninsula, is one of 
the busiest commercial wa-
terways in the work!. 

Japan has alrcady dis-
cussed using the strait for plu-
tonium shipments and will 
submit its "next plan" lo the 
Indonesian governtnent, Sal-
im said in Ball, according lo 
Antara. 

"Indonesia hopes the Japa-
nese government will take the 
suggestion into consicler-
ation," Salim said. 

The Akatsuki Maru left Yo-
kohnina Monday for France 
lo pick up the plutonium — 
one day atter a collision be-
tween the Royal Pacific, a 
Greek-registered cruise liner, 
and a Taiwanese fishing boat 
in the Strait of Malacca. 

The Roya! Pacific sank, 
leaving two of its more than 
500 passengers dead and sev-
en tnissing. 

Japan has kept the route of 
the Akatsuki Maru sccret. It 
has said the plutonium con-
tainers meet standards ,for 
safety. 
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Caribbean Conservation Association 
Savannah Lodge The Garrison SL Michael Barbados Telephones (809)426-5373,426-9635 

Telefax: (809)429-8483 	Cables: CONCARIB Barbados 
A regional organisation for the preservation and development of the environment and 

the conservation of the cultural heritage 

Asociación para la 
Conservación del Caribe 

una organización regional para la preservación y desarrollo 

del ambienta y para la conservación del patrimonio 

Association Caraibe 
pour l'Environnement 

association régionale pour la protection et la mise en valeur 

du patrimoine naturel et culturel 

Resolution of the Caribbean Conservation Association 
Friday, August 28th 1992, 

Hilton Hotel , Port-of-Spain 

The organizations and individual members of the Caribbean 
Conservation Association assembled in Port-of-Spain on the 
occasion of the 26th Annual General Meeting 

EXPRESSING grave concern that the Caribbean Sea is part of the 
likely route for shipments of plutonium from Europe to Japan. 

coNSIDERING THAT plutonium is one of the most long-lived and 
radiotoxic elements, its separation, transport and use threaten 
the environment, human health and the gene pool. 

CONSIDERING THAT these shipments will endanger the nations, 
peoples, and environment of the Caribbean region. 

GIVEN THAT the nations of the Caribbean have no capacity to 
prevent and or respond to the dangers of radioactive 
contamination. 

GIVEN THAT individual nations are taking action to ban plutonium, 
irradiated nuclear fuel and high level nuclear waste shipments 
from their waters and airspace. 

DO FORMALLY RESOLVE TO: 

CALL ON the governments of the Caribbean independently and 
Caricom States jointly to take urgent steps and implement 
measures, including legislation, to prohibit the movement and 
passage of shipments of ah l hazardous materials and especially 
plutonium, irradiated nuclear fuel and nuclear waste through the 
territorial and economic zone waters of the Caribbean. 

CALL ON the governments of the region to request Japan, the 
United Kingdom and France terminate all acta and plena to 
separate plutonium and transport irradiated nuclear 
fuel,plutonium and nuclear waste across international or national 
waters or boundaries. 

CALL ON the governments of the Caribbean to use the forum of the 
United Nations and any other relevant body to prohibit the 
movement of these materials. 

ANO PLEDGE to mobilize other NGOs to work against the production 

and movement of these materials. 

---End--- 

A4r. Adolph Schorwes Pres.deni 	Me. Embert Charles Vice•Preudeni 	Mr, Rodrtgue Arlallde Treasurer 	Dr. Loa tornad Secretar-y 

Dr. David Smith 
	

Mn. Cerilla de Itiohm 	Dr. Peter Recaen 	Dr. Adrian Frute 

Represenunvea of Government or Jamaica 	Government o( AnguIlla 	tioiernmeni of Trinidad and Tobago 	Governnienl of L1.S VItIn idane. 

Calvle Hoeril Everunve Directo< 



Plultoralum &Ahora Ilittoslainto 
News He/ese 
For lmmediate Release: Flugust 24, 1992 
FROM HIROSHIMR, LIFIPRN 

CONTACT: 	SATOMI OBA 082-828-2603 
KAORU HIRAKI 082-274-1437 
(HIROSHIMA CITY, JAPAN) 

WE OF "PLUTONIUM ACTION- HIROSHIMA" STRONGLY 
OPPOSE THE PLUTONIUM SHIPMENT WHICH WILL DISTURB WORLD 
PEACE AND ORDER AND CONTAMINATE THE ENVIRONMENT. 

WE STRONGLY PROTEST THE DEPARTURE TODAY OF THE 
PLUTONIUM CARGO SHIP AKATSUKI-MARU AND SHIKISHIMA IN 
SPITE OF CITIZENS' PROTEST AND A LOT OF FEAR AND DOUBT 
OF THE NATIONS EN ROUTE. 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF OUR PLUTONIUM SHIPMENT 
PROTEST HELD IN FRONT OF THE HIROSHIMA 
ATOMIC BOMB MEMORIAL AUGUST 21ST WILL BE  
DELIVERED TO THE FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS'  
CLUB OF TOKYO OFFICE FOR YOUR USE BY 9:30  
P.M. TONIGHT. 

(PLUTONIUM ACTION-HIROSHIMA IS A CITIZENS' GROUP OF HIROSHIMA 
OPPOSED TO JAPAN'S PLUTONIUM USE POLICY AND NUCLEAR POWER) 



France askedio block nuclear shipment 
AWN TIVW7  

Japanege and U.S. antinu- mitin invMory:J 
clear groups have written to 	They claim Japan has a 
France's minister of indus- surplus of 1.4 tons of plutoni-
try, asking him to refuse to um, sufficient to meet re-
issue a license allowing pluto- quirements for three years. 
nium to be transported to Ja- The corporation's report says 
pan, the head of the Japanese the country has a surplus of 
group said Friday. 	 only 400 kg. 

The Citizen's Nuclear Infor- 	Takagi said Japan plans to 
mation Center of Japan and import plutonium to cover ex-
the Nuclear Control Institute  pected losses at reprocessing 
of the U.S. believe Japan has plants in this country. 
an  adequate supply of plutoni- 
um, Jinzaburo Takagi said. 	suggestions that Japanese 

The groups urged the government might use the 
French government to exam- substance for nuclear weap-
ine the situation in Japan ons. . 
thoroughly and to release 
complete information about 	

The two groups plan to open 

Japan's plutonium inventory. a three-day forum Oct. 4 to discuss the shipment with 
Data compiled by the Japa- government officials and en-

nese government and the In- vironmentalists from the U.S. 
ternational Atomic , Energy and from Asian countries on 
Agency is currently kept se- the ship's route. 
cret. 	 The ship, the Akatsuki Ma- 

The plutonium has been ex- ru, left Yokohama Aug. 24. 
tracted from spent Japanese 
nuclear fuel in a French fac- Women issue protest 
tory. The government plans 
to bring it to Japan as fuel for 	

A group of some 110 women 
h 

a fast breeder nuclear reac- 
ave issued a statement pre- 

tor. 	
testing a planned shipment of 

The two groups criticized a plutonium from France to Ja-
report by the government-af- pan. 
filiated Power Reactor and 	

The statement was drafted 
Nuclear Fuel Development during an all-women's sym-

Corp. on the country's pluto- posium on the issue in Tokyo 
Friday. 

"If people really want to 
conserve the environment, 
they should start by establish-
ing a society without plutoni- 

um," Yurni Kikuchi, a 
spokesman for the group Niji 
no Hebi, said at a news con-
ference after the meeting. 

"I believe that we can stop 
the shipment," said Mayumi 
Oda, anotler leader of the 
group. 

France Urged Not to Export Plutonium 
A Japanese citizens group has urged France npt to 

authorize the export of a ton of plutonium to Japan this 
year because Japan already has enough plutonium to 
last three years. 	Ç t. I -2 22 .. 
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JAPANESE, FRENCH REACHING AGREEMENT 
TO ALLOW PU SHIPMENT TO PROCEED 

Franco and Japan expect soon o«Yacido a diplomado 
agrtomont spelling out how Japan plans to use roughly OTtZ 

metrie ton (MT) of Utile plutonium It is requesting be 
exportad from Franco, of(iCials of both eountrieS Said last 
weck. Thc toa, desoribcd as a "verbal note" in which Japan 
is toju&UIy i need for the Pu, has boort ande negotiation 
br months, soy:ces said. 

Evory cou.ntry rocciving Pu from Franco must sun)),  
aveh 	conilleadon betbro er4h expert license 
isaued. Sourcos said the Pronch Ministry of Foreign Aftairs 
has sought to apply ihctamo recitArernent w Japan. Rue 
lapo has eved that its 19S8 programina2o agreernent 
with the U.S. allowi it to recycle the Pu as neoessary and 
precIudes any rsood for further ittstification. 

The imminenee of tho Pu shipmean. however, appar-
ently convino.cd Tokyo ti" yield to the Pierch request. 
"Thorc is no problem betwr.en France and Japan," a 
lapa:teso diplomado souroc reponed 18.51 Nkctic. 

agreement zoncluded." 
The Pu, reeovered from Japanost spcnt Net vis 

reproccssing in France., is expended te be shipped this Cali in 
a triltted spent fuel transpon vcssel. the nowly baptized 
Akatauki Maru (Rising Sun), which lett Yokoluma harbor 
earty August 24. The U,S. approved Japan's transportation 
plan for the shiprncnt early August (seo rolated stery, 
page 11). 

The U.S. has a $41' in the ngtherusetthlPu  bc'cluse 
it was produce() using U.S.-enriched ursnium, 

The planned transpon is thc targot of criticism from a 
varioty of instItutiens lett by Greenpeact Intornational and 
the Nuclear Control InStitule (NC». os well 2  by SC010  
VS, 	noubly Son. John Glonn (D-Ohio) (NP, 17 
Aug., 12). Those cridcs strossed the clangor of long. 
dislinet shipments of Pu. which Greonpoacc callcd "ano of 
dio most deadly radiotvNic substancos In oxIstence," as wei 
as their opposition to Japan's plan to use a growing 
quantity of Fu in its nuclear powcr plana. 

The verbal note, signature of whieh was deseribed 
last Thursday ás isruninent. forma1izes Jipan 'a roquest for 
roturn of tho Pu and will be the basis for dolivery of an 
expon liocnse.Fronch authorities said. Franco and Japan 
digo have a bruder formal agrement for nuclear coopera4 
tiort. ronewod in 1990 for 27 years (1,41, 16 April '90, 16). 

Except for unan amovnts of Pu transferrod (o Switzer-
land and, in 1.984, to Japan—thc tatter under rnilitary 
escort—Pu transfors from La llague havc becz within thc 
Zuropean Community. Al] forms of transportation havo 
been u.Scd, French offlolal said. but most of the Pu has 	• 
Ixen ship;r4 by road, 

The veabal note, Mur-es said, must cortify that the 
ezsponed Pu wrII be pu:to "immediate 11." in the country 
of destination. Fronch nuclear expon polio/ roquite$ Japan, 
as well 15 other cocados, to specifY the preciso end use of 
tho exponed Pu, including fabricaticm and utilization 
achedules, 



Miyazawa Assures Pacific Isles About Plutonium Shipment 
WASHINGTON (Kyodo)—Prime 

Minister Kiichi Miyazawa has assured 
South Pacific island nations that 
Japan has adoptad the "highest inter-
national safety and security standards" 
for•its shipment of plutonium from 
Europe. 

Miyazawa offered his asaurance in a 
July 27 letter to the 15-nation South 
Pacific Forum, according to Green-
pesca, an international environmental 
group. 

Addressing roncaras expressed by 
the South Pacific island countries on 
the. plutonium shipment plan, 
Miyazawa said Japan is prepared to 
provide "necessary information and 
explanation" on the safety measures 
taken. 

"The government of Japan will 
ensure that the shipment will be made 
in accordance with the highest interna-
tional safety and security standards 
and in a manner which satisfactorily 
addresaes all possible contingencias," 
Miyazawa said. 

The plan, which involves shipping 
plutonium reprocessed in France and 
Britain from Japanese spent nuclear 
fuel, has raised concern among nations 
loca.ted along likely shipping routes. 

The South Pacific Forum, in an  

annual meeting held on July 9 in the 
Solomon Islands, urged Japan to 
"fully" consult with its member coun-
tries regarding the shipment 

A Japanese-registered freighter, the 
Akatsukimaru, left Japan on Monday 
en route to France for the first ship-
ment. 

The Japanese government, which 
has asaigned an armad escort ship to 
protect the cargo vessel, has not 
released details of the routes involved 
for security reasons. 

Indonesia Warns Ptutonium Ship 
JAKARTA (Kyodo)—Indonesian 

Minister of Environment and 
Population Emil Salim has urged the 
Japanese ship due to carry plutonium 
from France to Japan to steer clear of 
the Strait of Malacca, the official 
Antara news agency report,ed Friday. 

Salim said the traffic along the 
Strait of Malacca is so heavy that it is 
better for the ship, the Akatsukimaru, 
te take other sea lanas to avoid the pos-
sibility of a collision while carrying the 
highly toxic material. 

The Strait of Malacca, located 
between Sumatra island and the 
Malay Peninsula, is one of the busiest 
commercial waterways in the world. 

Japan has already discussed using 
the passage for the plutonium ship- 
menta and will subrait its "next plan" 
to the Indonesian government, Salim 
said Thursday in Bali, according to 
Antara. 

"Indonesia hopes the Japanese gov-
ernment will take the suggestion lato 
consideration," Salim said. 

The Akatsukimaru left Yokohama 
on Monday for France to pick up the 
plutonium—one day after a collision 
between the Royal Pacific, a Greek-reg-
isteted eruise linar, and a Taiwanese 
fishing boat in the Strait of Malacca. 
The Royal Pacific sank, leaving two of 
its more than 500 passengers dead and 
seven missing. 

Japan has kept the route of the 
Akatsukimaru secret. It has said the 
plutonium containers meet high safety 
standards. 

An Indonesian official at the direc-
torate of shipping and navigation of 
the Transportation Ministry said ear-
lier this week that the Strait of 
Malacca is a “very possible route" for 
the plutonium ship because it is the 
shortest route to Japan. 

The Indonesian Environmental 
Forum (Walhi), the country's largest 
nongoverrunental organization on envi- 

ronment, in a statement earlier this 
week urged the Indonesian govern-
ment and other members of the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
to ban the ship from passing through 
the region's waters. 

It also warned that the Strait of 
Malacca is "narrow and dangerous" 
and recalled the larga oil spill there in 
1975 by the Showamaru, a Japanese 
oil tanker. 

1?c)",\ \ ovvqkAtet, 



Stop plutonium 
ship, say groups 

WASHINGTON (AP) 
Anti-nuclear groups battling 
Japanese plans to stodcpile pinto- 

\ nium are appealing to France to 
qi block shipment to Japan of the po- 
1S tent, weapons-usable substance. 

A joint letter asking France's 
industry minister to delay an ex- 

mon license for the first of a series 
,y of planned ocean shipments of 

plutonium from Europe to Japan 
was delivered to French embassies 
in Tokyo and Washington, the 
U.S. Nuclear Control Institute 
and the Japanese Citizens' 
Nuclear Information Center said 
Tuesday. 

"Japan already has three times 
moré plutonium than it needs to 
meet its annual requirements" for 
electric power, said the letter to 
French minister Dominique 
Strauss-Kahn. 

"It is clearly time for France to 
ask questions" about Japan's 
plutonium holdings, it said, urg-
ing public disclosure of the 
Japanese plutonium inventor)'. 

Japan using comic strip 
to allay plutonium fears 

HONOLULU (AP) — Japa-S-erdjelhaZalPitrie-viously 
ken confidential. 

Suto showed rough drawings of 
the specially designed 5,000-ton 
ship Asasuki Maru, which is on 
its way to France. He also showed 
drawings of the special easks 
which will each hold one ton of 
powdered plutonium oxide for 
transport. 

The plutonium is for use in 
power plant rectors. 

The sketches show the casks 
can withstand a 25-cm fall and 
five times their weight. 

The casks can also withstand 
exposure to a 800-degree Celsius 
fire for 30 minutes, the handout 
showed. 

Chile to Reject Entry of Japanese Plutonium Ship 
SAO PAULO ( Asahi Shimbun) —A Chilean govern-

ment official said his country would reject entry of the 
Japanese plutonium transport ship Akatsuki Maru into 
its territorial waters, it was reported Thursday. 

National Resources Minister Luis Alvarado said that 
although his country would "ask that the transport of 
the highly toxic material be carried out following ah l in-
ternational standards," it would not allow the ship to 
traverse Chilean waters if it cuts by the Cape Horn at 
the southern tip of South America. 

Although no official course has been disclosed for the 
ship when it returns from France carrying plutonium 
to be used for Japan's first fast-breeder reactor, envi-
ronmentalists and government officials in other South 
American countries such as Brazil andArgentina have 
raised concern. gee. \k., Vi- • Pr51\ 

nese officials are using a cartoon 
fact sheet to try and allay concerns 
in Hawaii and other paths of the 
world about a planned shipment 
of plutonium from Europe to 
Japan later this mit% 
' 	The cartoon sketches feature an 
inspector in a hard hat and the 
captions outline International 
Atomic Energy Agency; safety 
tests the casks holding the radioac-
tive metal reportedly have passed. 

Takaya Suto of Japan's For-
eign Ministry outlined the pro-
gram at a news conference 
Friday. He said the information 
on safety aspects of thC shipment 
from France to Japan, scheduled 
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S. Africa closes waters 
to plutonium shipments 

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa 
— The government said yesterday 
it would bar ships carrying pluto-
nium for Japan's nuclear reactors 
from sailing within 200 miles of 
South Africa's coást. 

Environment 7\vrinister Louis 
Pienaar said the route for the ship-
monts from Europe ha'd yet to be 
finalizéd and that Japan had rnade 
no approaches to South Africa 
about thern. 

"The South African governplent 
is in contact with the Japancse gov-
ernment to make sure that if the 
Cape tof Good Hope] sea route is 
chosen, such ships will not enter 
South Africa's econornic zone, 
which extcnds 200 miles from the 
coast," he said. 

South "Ifricart conservationists 
say Japan plans to ship the pluto-
nium via the Cape of Good Hope 
after 1Deing barred from usina the 
Panarna Canal. Japan wants the • 
plutoniurn, the raw material of nu-
clear warheacls, for its fast-breeder 
nuclear energy program that will 
create more fuel than it uses.. • 
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STATEMENT BY GOVERNOR JOHN WAIHEE ON THE PROPOSED SHIPMENT OF 
PLUTONIUM FROM EUROPE TO JAPAN 

I am deeply concerned about the growing controversy over proposed plutonium 

shipments from Europe to Japan. I am not satisfied that adequate safeguards are in place 

to protect human, animal Efe and the general environment. 

At the insistence of Senator Inouye, the State Department recently briefed my staff 

on the issue. Unfortunately more questions were raised by those briefings than were 

answered. The Federal Administration appears to have given much more thought to 

possible terroristic action than they have to the environment. I don't think they understand 

that the ocean connects, feeds, and supports all island people. In the name of national 

security, the program 1,5 cloaked in secrecy and we don't even know if Hawaii is a posible 

emergency Port, or not. 

strongly support Congressman Neil Abercrombie's provision on stricter standards 

for casks transporting the plutonium, although diere appears to be considerable opposition 

to the provision. We are working with our congressional delegation on this issue. 

The Sta.te's concerns include; (1) inadequate environmental review of the 

transportation plan; (2) lack of independent testing of the transporting casks; (3) no 

provision to notify Hawaii or other local jurisdictions when the ship passes through our 

waters; (4) not knowing whether Hawaii, or other Pacific Islands, have been designated as 

More... 
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safe havens or emergency ports, and under what conditions safe haven may be sought; (5) 

no plan for notification or training of local personnel in case of an incident. 

Such information, guidelines and procedures already exIsts for the transporting of 

radioactive materials by land on the continental United.States. The people of the Pacific 

certainly deserve no less. 

#30# 



By Thomas W. Lippman • 
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As the day nears for the first seaborne 
shipment of plutonium for Japan's ambitious 
nuclear power program, weapons prolifera-
tion watchdogs and environmental activists 
have mounted a targe-scale canipaign to try 

to stop it. 
Arguing that the planned transocean ship-

ments from France to Japan of 30 tons of the 
basic ingredient of nuclear weapons is unneca 
essary as well as dangerous, they are aiming 
ntuch of their effort not at Tokyo but at 
Washington. Because the plutonium is de- 

Rep. Neil, 
Abercrombie 
(D-Hawaii) said ¡jis' 
amendment is 
intended "not to 
halt the shipment," 
but to ensure that 
no "floating 
Chertiobyl" puts in 
al U.S. ports. 

4,11,37A; 
1,17(,:l .,! 	't.. 

Activists Séek. to 	ei ntoillum 	 upa.  n 
. 	 , 

rived from nuclear fuel supplied by the Uni(- 	Nonetheless, the Defense Départment:is • -14favvaii),  that would bar from U.S. ports any 

ed States, Washington's approval of the ship- 	less than enthusiastic about•shipments of su-, plutoniuM-bearing ship bound for Japan 

ping plan is required. 	 • 	• • 	clear bomb material that could,be hijacked or 	whose containers fail to meet standards set 

So far there is no sigo that the Bush admira- 	seized by terrorista. A 1988 technical anal- 	by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 

istration will back •away from, or is even., ysis by the Pentagon rated the shipment 	standards that Japan in all likelihood cannot 

reevalutating, a 1988 agreernent permitting method proposed by Japan as the least desir- 	meet. 

Japan to ship the plutonium. 	'.• 	' able alternative. But administration officlals 	The amendment would impose on sea ship- 

"There are people who wonder about the 	and nonproliferation specialists soy the Pera- , ments the same packaging and safety restric• 

need for so much plutonium, but people who 	(Opon has deferred to the overall Bush admin- 	tions required for sir shipments under a pro- 

work on this issue feel that the measur'es the • istration policy of cooperating with Japan. 	, 	visions in the 1987 budget act. While this 

Japanese have taken.are adequate," a ,Senior i 	In Congress,- there are new ,signs of con', would 'effectively keep the plutonium from 

State Department ,official said. tWe, have; no 'cero itero about the plutonium program. The tx- 	U.S. waters, Japan could still ship the mate- 

major dispute with theni over the prograni ot,ti;;tensi've energy 'bill that the House approved 	rial by an eastward route, around Africa, if 

the transportatiOn; We are not reviewing 	a huge margin last month included an 	the Bush administration continues to ap- 

second-guessing the agreement Vre stil1491:* 	e",aniendnient by Rep. Neil Abercrombie (I), 	• ,See PLUTONIUM, A33, Col. 

31A11,t,  7, 1(r-12- 	TIIE WASHINGTON POST 

Activist Séék'id-Bkék Plátóniurn Shipments 
though there is a worldwide glut of 

PLUTONIUM, From A27 

prove. Abercrombie said hin inten-

tion 'was "not • to halt shipment of 

plutonium," but to ensure that no 

"floating Chernobyl" puta in at U.S. 

ports, especially Honolulu. Japanese 

officials say the first shipment of 
plutoniurn, at least, is not going to 
make any stops on its way from 

France, by whatever sea route is 

chosen. 
Even so, the amendment, along 

with a possible rise in the United 

States of anti-plutoniurn sentiment 
stirred up by activists, could pres. 

age a sevére strain in U.S.-Japan 

relations. 
Japanese officials are committed 

to using plutonium as a source of 

commercial energy. Because Ja-

pan does not have reprocessing 

plants, it has been hoping to obtain 

plutonium by extracting it from 

nuclear fuel bought from the Unit-

ed States and reprocessed at fa-

cilities in France and Britain. Be-
fore the plutoniutn tan be shipped, 
Washington must approve the 

mute, security arrangements and 

ernergency plans. 	, 
Japan is the only nation known to • 

be undertaking a large-scale pro-
gram to ship plutonium or use it as 
commercial fuel. Between 1970 and 
1980, it !nade 13 shipments—eight 
by air, five by sea—of plutonium 
reprocessed at a British facility 
from uranium fuel of British origin, 
according to Japanese documente 
obtained by the Nuclear Control 

Institute. 
With the first shipment from 

France scheduled for this fan, the 

environmental 	activist 	group 

Greenpeacé, and the Washington-
based Nuclear Control institute 
have intensified e campaign to block 
it. They argue that it is unsafe and 

'unnecessary and would opon the 
door to worldwide commercial traf-
fic inane of the most dangerons and 

' 'toxic substances on Earth. 
, The Japanese plan to ship about a 

ton ot plutonium at a time, meaning 
'•;.each, shipment would contain 

enolrgh of the material to make 
''•mor than 100 nuclear bomba. The 

,;firsOcr. argo of plutonium is to be 
•• trantorted in a tWo-ship. convoy: 

the fieighter Pacific Crane, guarded 
by a lightly armed Japanese coast 
guard cutter. 

Plutoniwn is a byproduct of the 
condolled chain reaction in the fuel 
asseVriblies oí nuclear power plante. 
The technology exists for using plu- 

• 
toniwn as a power plant fuel, but 
U.S, policy is to reserve plutonium 
for military purposes, not to intro-
duce it ¡ato the commertial cycle. 
Because the United States has a 
ruge stockpile of plutonium, narre is 
currently produced in this country; 
spent ' nuclear fuel is officially 
treated as waste to be disposed of, 
not a resource to be saved for its 
plutonium cantare. 

Resource-poor Japan, however, 
has made the °oposite choice. ft is 
planning to import 30 toas of plu-
tonium from Europe while planning 
to build its reprocessing plant for 
future needs. Japan is heavily de-
pendent on nuclear power. 

"We really believe resources 
should be used effectively," said 
Takao Kuramochi, a first secretary 
at the Japanese Embassy. Even 

uranium, he said, "uranium re-
sources are not unlimited. lb  we can 
recover plutonium from spent fuel, 
we can use uranium resources 50 to 
60 times more effectively." 

As for concerns ,about nuclear 
proliferation, he said Japan "will not 
possess„ plutonium beyond the 
amount required to run the plants. 
For Japan this is a very serious ex-
ercise. We will make every effort to 
ensure sate transportation. We rec-
ognize our responsibilities." 

Paul Leventhal, president of the 
Nuclear Control Instante, argued 
that Japan is certain to build up a 

• 

 

largo surplus, partly because it 
piaras to produce plutonium and 
partly because Japanese power 
planta. privately owned, will be re-

'. luctant to make expensive technical 
adjustments to use a type of fuel 

they do not need. 
"The mere acquisition of larpe 

amounts of this is seeding the world 
with the meona of its destruction," 
he said. "What we are talking about 
is global commerce in atoro bomb 
material." 

The Nuclear Control Institute 
and Greenpeace have been writing 
to every country along possible 
shipping routes, warning of poten-
tial danger from accidents, ship-
wrecks or terrorist attacks. Their 
material includes a 1990 New York 
Times article by retired admirals • 
Stansfield Tomer and Thomas 
Davies saying "it is difficult for us to 

-. imagine a more tempting target. 
Seized by terrorists, plutonium 
would be a valuable commodity for 
sale to states seeking entry into the 
nuclear club, and it would be a pow- 
erful instrument for political block-

mail." 
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:INDOrt• 0134ERVE" 1 5  mAy yjEl 	• ' 	ki es 	' 

nvironmental- Group TValhi: 

• 

t for Plutonituri 
, 

(10) - The Indonesian • Forum for the Envirorunent (Walhí) urged the., 
'government Thtusday nót,.to allow the Lile of Indonesian watesváys. for. the 

. transportation pf plutonium. ••••• 	• 	• , 	. 	 . 
Execu live Director,. MS 	 in 'an ffort to ihe 'envirátunent.• • 	• 

Z ulkarnaen, Raid that Britain stop the governrnent agreeing t0 r ."This makes me very sad,"•  
and France plan tu ship pluto- aliow *the use, pf Indonesian[he said. • • 	• ,and 

to Yapan via the waters. • 	• • 	-• 	 "Indonesia. for example, 1s 
: sirena of mahlook  whi.oh are  _.,•!It has alma written. te British. scared of cciticizing .France's • 
pan  of radonestan waters.. 	Prime hlinister John Major and nucleartesting,.because ,France 

He said that leakages of the  ,.,the United Nations. 	 will then hit cut al indonesla's 
hlghly-toxic chentical could re- - '' The. t'aligar of, terrorist ai-i logging of rainforests." 

lecke. on the taternative routp_. 	He was positiva about sult e the shlyi were hit by ty- 
ptioons, whsch frequent the . throUgh the Middle East liad led United Sietes President George 
straits, thus pc,sfog a :tisk lo  ole  the goverrunents Involved toutush's recent announcement to 
Indonesian,peupte and envirow  sha the•  chemical via South, attend the surrunit, .as would 

men'. 	." 	 . , 	•• A oi and through ths•• Units. encourage alter nations tu fol- .. 	. 
Plutonium Le highly. poison. of 	. • • 	. 	low suit. 	• 

ous, with hurnan exposure to 	•Walhils cooperating with 
? 	one ailligam sprov.en .io.cause. other environmental groups in. 

zilung. 	 . 	Singapore, Mliaysla- and the 
. • .?•:..17.1i, It-is a byproduct of the nu- iPhlitOOlneg, • as • well 	asi• 

4;•.•!clear•wastes, Uranhun 234 and. Greengeace•Japart, and Fnends 
• 	23S. Plutonium, once it be .:• Uf the,Earth in France,,to stop 

komes a gel, bu en extremely • the_Plio going 
uta span..• 	. • 	 Origindly the chetnical was 

.11 the goverment arreee tollo bar flown to Japan, but it was 
. 	'the use of Indoneslan waters,. decided 'that' thie. was limare 

• 	;Yapan wi lls pay vIrtually any i ‘and costiy. • 	• 	. 
!price demanda,. Zulkarneen; • "Wall oPPoseg anY forul of 

	

- • • 	' . • 	• 	• 	.•• 	nuclear wastes in Indonesia,. 

	

.• - 	Hi•said, that'iri-197371Or T  because of the potential danger 
••• lelample;.one•grarn of 90-per- posad to the people and envi-. 

. lacar puro plutonluni-238 was ronrnent," he said.• 
' 1  • •Worth US$ 1250 'par gsam; • !'• ..The group aleo opposes the 

'Zulkamaen :Id that the deal ,gove•rnment's plan to constnict 
2.....1.inVOIves'at least fottr lens of the jthe .Gunung 1Vluria nuclear 

imaterial being shipp•ed lo Yapan .puwer plant in Central Java. 
•• lfrom France. Four shipments -  • 	• 	.• 	• 

aranitally are needed for*Japa-.  ., •Eerth Suminit 
nese•plans ha construct it 600- •  • Zulkunaen aleo said that 
mega-watt nuclear powerplant five Walhi member* will attend 

• •• 	•1n Tokal hlura. 	 ''.•..g/une'S Barth Summit in,Rio. • 

	

. 	. 
. • •Walhi has wrinen to P¿esi- • .Replying to an indonesian 

dent Soeherto,• Chief of '(he Observe,' question on the•pros-
• • Armad Forcea (AI3RI), General pedts of the Earth Stutunit, he 

	

- 	Try Sutrisna, the Intelllgencel said that nátions continued to 
Coordinating Agency (13akin)3  light over various Issues, stop- 

• and Minister of Traneportation ging effective measurea-to lave 

to Japan 

azor . gliffeD 



Asia Vrarns 
Japan on 
Piutonium 
Shipments 

By Michael Richardson 
inferutiomi Nrrald 

SINGAPORE — Counlries in 
Asia and the Pacific, alarrned a: the 
possibility of an environmentai di-
saster, want Jai= 10 uSc  
route that is well away from popu• 
lation centers when it begins ship-
ping highly toxic plutoniurn from. 
Europe later chis year, orricials said 
Monday. 

Erni] Salim, the Indonesian rnin 
ister of state for population and 
cnvironment, said Indonesia had 
urged Japan to avoid congested 
straits and shijaping lanes throulh. 
Southeast Asia. Japan, he said, 
should use ocean routes as far as 
possible from iand. 

Japan plans to ship 30 tons of 
plutonium from Britain and France 
ove: the nem 10 years as fuel for its 
nuclear power industry. 

Diplornats said that some South 
Pacific island nations, at a meeting 
this week, were expected lo voice 
concern about any Japanese use oí 
.the Pacific Occan for plutonium 
ship.mcnts. 

li eads of grernment from Aus-
tralia, New Lealand. Papua Ncw 
Guinea and Pacífic.  islands in the-
Sou th Pacific Forum will begin 2_r1 
nu a) talkbin Honiara. capital oí the 
Solomon lslands, on Tuesday. 

Thurston Siba, governor oi Kos-
rae Province in Micronesia, a fo-
rJrn member, said, "The potential 
for accidents to cccur with the han-
dling, shipping or hiiacking of this 
rnost T.ol.ic and deadliest of materi-
als cannot be overernphasized.” 

Environmental groups in Asia 
said that alt shipments should be 
canceled because of the risk of ier-
rorist attacks or an accident. 

A single microgram of plutoni-
um, srnaller than a speck of dusi, 
can cause cancel' it inhaled er swal.. 
Icwed, scientists say They notec.' 
that a crude nuclea.; bornb can be 
made with len than 15 kilograms 
(33 pounds) of plutcrUum. 

Janahese offioials have said that 
one ton of piutoniurn, reprocessed 
/ r, France uir.g sp:rtr, fuel from 
Japanese nuclear power plants. Is 
to b ser.: back to laan by sea 
sometime b‹tween Sepiem'ber and 
December. 

The timing and routc of the voy-- 
age are being kept Secret. A specia-l-
ly built plutonium fuel carnet will 

escorted by a lapanese Coa.st 
Guard ship. 

;apanes,: officials have said that 
both vessels were designed to make 
the long voyagc without a pon can. 

Both the United Sta tes and Aus-
tralia have said they are satisfied 
with sarety preeautio.ns being taken. 

a Doroettie Shipment 
The first domestic shipment of 

plutonium for Japan's first fast-
breeder reactor besan Monday 
=lid light security, Tne Ássociatcd 
?ress reponed from Tokyo. 

Members of youps opposed to 
the Ihipment and to nuclear power 
plants In general protestcd near the 
gate as Jour trucks carrying pluto-
nium left from 3 reproccssir.1 plant 
in Tokai-mura, aboul 110 kilome-
tcrs (70 miles) northwest oí Tokyo. 

About 4.3 tons of a fuel mixture 
of plutonium and euriched urani-
um were being shippd to Tsuniga, 
335 kilorneters (209 miles), webt of 
the capital, sources said. 



The no, however, covers only the specific material te 
be exportad and excludts any Pu already in Japan, "It is not 
Franee's business" to investigue apan's ("II Pu inventory. 
in officlal oíd, observing that is the Job of the IAEA. 
which closely mottitors Pu use but keeps the figures 
conridential. 

French officials said that Paris requires «efectiva 
utiarttion" of the exponed Pu in the rocipient country; 

Stetntge  Per se is "not alloved' as a basis for Pu transfer. 
liowever, buffer storage. for example. a a fabrication piara 
awagung manufacture of fuel ele.menzs muy be Ggroldeird a 
legitimate use of the material, he said. 

Japan's Power Reactor & Nuclear Fuel Development 
Corp. (PNC) has said h wilt use the roughly ODO MT of 
fusile Pu (Puf) as fuel in %te research reactors--the Joyo 
and Mortju breeders and the Falla advanced thermaJ 
reaetor--Over the Da« few years (NP, 3 Aug., 6). PNC and 
Its governmental oversIght agency. the Science & Tochnol• 
ogy Agency (STA), y thcy nccd to have the material in 
hand by December in arder LO begin manufacturing a 
second NI load for the 2$0,MW Monja fast reactor, dve 
atart °penden neat spring. French and Japanese experts 

Mtle that a ;adán omount of material should bc shIpped al 
"be time la avoid multiplying shipments of Pu. The 1984 
sh~ to Japan container! 189 kg of Puf. 

Even before the 1984 shipinent questions werc raised Irt 
tto U.S. about Japan'a Immediate neeti for Pu return, given 
die general de,sirt to minimiza Pu stocks in non-nu~-
weapons states. Japanest ofrizials asid in mid-1983 that 

PNC, which at tho timo was having difficulty operating ts 
pliOL reproccssing unit at Tokai Mura, wintad to avoid 
dipping into its own steckpile of soparatedPu--then 
around 800 kg—taco:tuse the stookpile *es Int/oded for 
enterganey use (r4F, 4 July 13, 3). 

PNC raid Last moath that ILS StOckpiir hd dwindled 
tu 400 kg Puf by the end of Malth 1992 as Pu was usad to 
fabrica Monju's first ce andwould aink furter with 
COmplction of the initial Monja load. PNC said ti would 
hay; practicalty no Pu left by nen spring. 

In any case. another French offieial pointer( out, oven 
once the Forcign Attain Ministry has the diplomatic note 
In !wad, the Pu wili not leave France without a formal 
opon license delivered by the Freach administrador!. 
Whil the diplomats' business is (Oficial deolarations, thls 
()Metal said, clviiscrvants from a varicv of ministrios and 
agencies examine eheIN nuclear expon license application 
ande.: the rateroscopc, usIng sources of information 
availablc thero—offic1a1 and unofficial. 

Basad 013 that examination, ibis «ricial said. there is 
titile doubt ¿he Japanese expon licensc will be grantcd. 
"The Preach adminiseation Is satisfied" that "the noxl (for 
the Pu this tal!) is really juStified," he said. 

Washington-bascd NCI and TolgO-baSed eitirons 
Nuclear Information Center (CNIC) gamban PNC's Pu 
aupply and &Ingrid figures and the assumptionS bchind 
diem, notably the production rato of the Tokai Ivitzra plant, 
which has worked well during the past couple of years. 
NC1 President Paul 1..oventhal argucs that some 500 of 
Pu that PNC says is tied up in eritical assemblies colad be 
~vetad for use in the tesearch luden Jamad. 

Lavara« sale( that he and CN1C Direftor Jinzabüro 
Taltagi will complete a John analysis ¿bis week «Japonesa 
Pu supply and dernand data that, he clahnod, would 
dcmonstrate that PNC daos not need the October shlpmcnt- 
ilic groupS, he Said, will argue that PNC's assumption of a 
5% Puf recovery rata ot Tokal Mura is "uratali.stic," Ivan 
the reproussing planes past operating hIstory, Sírld that the 
;apane-se company's projection of Monju's Pu neads is 
basad on a "whoIly unrealistie" capacity factor of 10» for 
the prototypc brocder. 

Leven:hal also said that lis instituto "anticipates ealltng 
on Japan sattle this man« (of mol) onee and for 211" by 
autlwrielng thc lAtik to itiCaSC confidential statistieson 
Japan's Pu inventoriel—oinn AfacLacitian, Paris 
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Governor asks feds what to do in case of plutonium disaster 
Says secrecy measures may hurt CNMI safety concerns 

	

the CNMI should react to pos- 	believe that demand for pluto- 	MacMeek in 	and 	Robert 	tion," Guerrero told Solomon, in 

	

sible disasters that may brought 	nium fuel will continue to out- 

	

Schwalbach, both from Repre- 	the May 14 letter. 
about by the shipment. 	 strip indigenous production ca- 	sentative Babauta's office. 

' 
Beyond concerns for terrorism, 

	

"Is any harbor in the CNMI 	pacity. 	 During the briefing, the Japa- 	Guerrero believes that an 

	

designated for emergency port 	_tapan is the biggest eustorner 	nese governtnent was said to be 	ronmentaldisasterbreought aktut 

	

calls? I f we are to be a port ofcall, 	for big reprocessing plants in 	preparing a classified transporta- 	by any untoward incident must be 

	

let us prepare properly. What pro- 	France ahd Britain. 	 avoided. Some proposed routes 

	

cedures should we follow if the 	"Japan's plutonium shipment 	 have these plutonium shipments 

	

ship needs assistánce7 if there is 	willnot be a one-time affair. Urce 	 in the Pacific, and [bis concerned 

	

an accident, how might we con- 	lo four shipmcnts a year are 	 the CNMI because plutonium is 

	

tain a spill and best protect our- 	planned over 30 years. During 	 highly radioactive and toxic. 

	

selves? Should our local law en- 	thisperiod,beginningthisautumn, 	 "We live in a fragile, small is- 

	

forcement officials be prepared 	Japan plans to ship 150 tons of the 	 land and ocean environment. We 

	

to assist in the event of terrorist 	substance to use as fuel in types of 	 don't want radioactive spills and 
incidents?" the govemor asked 	civilian nuclear power reactor. It 	 we safe shipment of the sub- 

	

Most of the uraniurn fuel used 	has to move by surface ship as 	 stance," said Guerrero. 

	

in Japan's commercial nuclear 	subtnarine shipment is not con- 	 The sh ipment will be perforn Ir,  1 

	

power reactors was purchased 	sidere,d,"GovemorGuerrerosaid. 	 by Japan 's Power Reactor and 

	

from the US thereby giving the 	Concem over the shipment cre- 	 Nuclear Fuel Development Cor- 

	

federal govemment jurisdiction 	ated an uproar when Washington 	 poration and the Japanese Mari- 

	

over any transactions involving 	Representative Juan N. Babauta 
Gov. Lorenzo 1. DL Guerrero 	time Safety Agency (JMSA) is 

	

that nuclear material in any fonn. 	earlier sought the help of U.S. 	 responsible for the protection of 

	

Plutonium is a byproduct of the 	State Department officials for a 	tion plan, including contingency 	the shipment. 

	

uraniumreactor fuel when bumed 	briefing on the matter after he 	plans, documenting the specific 	An operations center has been 

	

and can be used to make nuclear 	alerted Governor Guerrero and 	arrangement to be implemented. 	established in Japan, responsible weapons. 	 CNMI leaders on the plutonium 	This plan is being prepared with 	for maintaining contad t with and 

	

By the tenns of the 1987 US- 	shipment. 	 the cooperation and assistance of 	monitoring the progress and sta- 

	

Japan Nuclear Cooperation 	Raised was utmostconcern over 	the U.S. and France. 

	

Agreement, the US allows Japan 	the dangers of transporting pluto- 	
tus of the shipment, and for liai- 

	

But Guerrero feels the CNMI 	son with response authorities. 

	

to ship the bumed-upor spent fuel 	nium, a radioactive element 	governrnent should be part of 	• The plutonium, according to 

	

from jis reactors to France and 	through the waters of Northem 	whatever contingency measures 	the U.S. State Department of- 

	

Britain, where the plutonium is 	Marianas, 	 so that it would know what steps 	ficials will he transponed in a extractedinpre-processingplants. 	The briefing was held inWash- 	to take ir and when something 	ship specifically designcd for 

	

The US then allows Japan to re- 	ington on May 7 as conducted by 	unexpected happens. 	 shipment of nuclear materials. trieve any plutonium it wants 	State Department Officials Fred 	"We appreciate the need for 	Oven 100 shipments of spcnt fuel back. 	 McGoldrick and Chris Kessler.  . 	security. But secrecy arrange- 	have been successfully completed Some plutonium is already be- 	Representing the CNMI gov- 	ments should notcompromise the 	in vessels of this class. 

	

ing reprocessed in Japan and sev- . ernment along with Babauta were 	CNMI's ability to meet possible 	The transport ship, according eral new fuel-cycle facilities, in- 	Divisionof Environmental Qual- 	hazards and protect island resi-: . 	to the US officials was buil( spe- cludingcommercial reprocessing 	ity Chief E Russell Mechen-1, 	dents and visitors. Secrecy con- 	cifically for transporting nuclear and uranium emichment plants, 	House ComMittee of Federal and 	sidcrations should 110i make us are due to start operating, 	 cargos. l'he plinonium oxide svill 

	

Foreign Relations Chairman 	part of a security problem.  , in- 	be its only cargo during the voy- However, Japanese authorities 	Crispin I. DL. Guerrero, and Dan 	stead we should be pan of a solu- 	age. 

CNMI- US agree o orm aroun or 902 elliternre ntinn< 

by Rafael H. Arroyo 

Governor Lorenzo I: DL. 
Guerrero, alarmed over the risks 
of having a shipment of pluto- 
nium from France to Japan pass 
through Pacific waters, wrote the 
US State Department aslcing how 
the CNMI should react in the 
event of any untoward incident. 

This was despi te the assurances 
made by State Department offi-
cials that full security measures 
are to be undertaken in the sched- 
u led transportation of the metric-
ton shipment.  

Guerrero was somewhat con-
cerned about the secrecy of the 
operations being readied for the 
shipment which, he clairns, !caves 
the CNMI in the dark as to how it 
will protect its ,ci tizens from a 
possible regional disaster. 

Plutonium shipment necessar-
ily entalls security and secrecy 
since such a substance is both 
valuable and very difficult for 
most nations to acquire. 

This makes the planned ship-
ment an attractive target for pi- 
racy or terrorist attack.As such, it 
was believed that contingency 
plans are hatched in utmost se-
crecy. 

"As govemor,it is my duty to 
assure the safety of Common-
wealth residents and our ocean 
environmeni Besides watching 
for our own safety needs, the 
Comrnonwealth aims to be help-
fui .1' Guerrero said. 

He raised a good number of 
questions ah l anchored on how 
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Coastal State Control of Access to its Ports,  
Territorial Sea and Straits  

Ove rview  

Coastal states possess broad authority under international 
law to control access to their ports, internal waters and 
territorial seas. Coastal states exercise complete sovereignty 
over their ports and internal waters, and the imposition of 
unilateral, non-discriminatory standards on foreign-flag vessels 
in order to prevent pollution is an appropriate incident of that 
authority. In other words, a state is not required to open its 
ports and internal waters to hazardous cargoes, even where being 
transported in accordance with international standards, if it is 
not satisfied that those standards adequately protect its 
citizens. It is also clear that denial of access to both ports 
and the territorial sea is appropriate in a number of emergency 
circumstances. For example, under the 1969 Intervention 
Convention, its 1973 Protocol, and Section 221 of the 1982 Law of 
the Sea Convention, a coastal state has the right to take 
positive action to keep polluting vessels away from 
environmentally-sensitive nearshore waters. Finally, while there 
is a doctrine of force majeure in international law which 
contemplates that vessels may be forced into a nation's waters by 
conditions beyond their control and should not be subject to 
coastal nation jurisdiction when this occurs, this doctrine 
should not be able to be invoked to require a coastal nation to 
accept a vessel carrying hazardous cargoes into its ports and 
internal waters. Indeed, even in emergency circumstances 
affecting the operation of a vessel, it does not seem reasonable 
to interpret the doctrine to strip coastal states of the power to 
protect thlmeelves against the threat of serious environmental 
harm. 

A. Internal Waters and Ports  

The right of a coastal state to impose unilateral, non- 
discriminatory conditions on vessels for entry into its ports and 

Stralegies for stopping the spread and reverszng the growth of nuclear arms. 
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internal waters is well-established under international law. As 
a general proposition, "A coastal state has full sovereignty over 
its internal waters and ports, as if they were part of its land 
territory." Sohn and Gustafson, The Law of the Sea 79 (West 
1984). In other words, it is not required to open its ports and 
internal waters to hazardous cargoes, even where the transport of 
such cargoes is in accordance with international standards, if it 
is not satisfied that those international standards adequately 
protect its citizens. 

The 1982 Law of the Sea ("LOS") Convention effectively 
recognizes this authority, providing only in Article 211(3) that, 
when it is exercised, coastal states must "give due publicity to 
such requirements and...communicate them to the competent 
international organization." It is in fact not uncommon for 
coastal states to require compliance with their domestic 
security, pollution control and safety regulations as a condition 
of entry. In order to prevent pollution, the United States, for 
example, has long asserted authority under Title II of the Ports 
and Waterways Safety Act of 1972, 46 U.S.C. S  391a., to impose 
unilateral design, construction, alteration, repair and 
maintenance standards on foreign vessels carrying oil and other 
hazardous substances in bulk which wish to enter U.S. ports. 

The ability of a coastal state to exclude a vessel which, as 
a result of a casualty, poses a grave and imminent danger of 
pollution with major harmful consequences to that state's 
coastline or related interests is equally olear. The 1969 
International Convention Relating to Intervention on the High 
Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties and its related 1973 
Protocol Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of 
Marine Pollution other than Oil (the "Intervention Convention") 
generally establish the right of coastal states to take action on 
the high seas outside their jurisdiction to "prevent, mitigate or 
eliminate" serious pollution threats. This right, moreover, is 
recognized in Article 221 of the LOS Convention. A fortiori, 
states must be able to exclude vessels from their ports and 
internal waters in similar situations to accomplish the same 
objectives. 

Finally, there would appear to be coastal state power to 
exclude vessels seeking to make emergency port calls in 
situations where there has not been a casualty creating a grave 
and imminent pollution threat. While there is a recognized 
doctrine of force majeure in international law, its parameters 
are somewhat ill-defined. Article 18(2) of the LOS Convention 
allows "stopping and anchoring" in force majeure situations in 
the territorial sea but is notably ?171-JEt with regard to entry 
into ports and internal waters. For the most part, moreover, 
this doctrine is not humanitarian in intent but rather is 
intended to protect vessels from the application of domestic laws 
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when they are forced into port by conditions beyond their 
control, i.e., severe weather. It is questionable whether it can 
be invoked in a positive sense to require a coastal state to 
accept a vessel in its ports and internal waters, especially when 
the vessel is carrying hazardous cargo and thus can be considered 
a threat to important coastal state public safety and 
environmental interests. Indeed, it does not seem reasonable to 
interpret the doctrine to strip coastal states of the power to 
protect themselves against the threat of serious environmental 
harm. In any event, the doctrine is highly qualified--there must 
be "distress" involving immediate jeopardy to the cargo and crew, 
not just mechanical failure and the like, for it to apply. 
O'Connell, The International Law of the Sea 855-856 (Clarendon 
1982). 

B. The Territorial Sea  

The ability of coastal states to condition passage through 
their territorial sea is more circumscribed under international 
law and subject to the "right of innocent passage". See LOS 
Convention, Articles 17-32. With regard to vessels carrying 
"nuclear or other inherently dangerous or noxious substances or 
materials," however, Article 22 of the LOS Convention does speak 
to their passage and allows the imposition of requirements for 
use of special sea lanes and traffic separation-schemes. It 
would consequently seem permissible for coastal states, for 
example, to establish special routes for vessels carrying 
plutonium, especially if the plutonium casks did not meet certain 
safety standards, and conceivably to require advance notification 
by vessels before entry into the prescribed routes. (The LOS 
Convention is silent on the permissibility of notification 
requirements.) 

Coastal states would further seem to have the ability to 
prevent passage through their territorial sea in situations where 
there was a grave and imminent threat of serious pollution, 
especially if resulting from a casualty. Just as the 
Intervention Convention presumptively gives coastal states power 
to deny port access, so, too, would it seem to give them power to 
deny access to their territorial sea. Such a conclusion is 
supported by the LOS Convention. Article 19(2)(h) of the LOS 
Convention provides that passage is not innocent if it involves 
an "act of wilful and serious pollution", and Article 25(1) 
allows a coastal state to "take the necessary steps in its 
territorial sea to prevent passage which is not innocent." In a 
casualty situation, deliberate entry into the territorial sea 
could plainly be interpreted as "wilful" pollution, triggering 
the right of the coastal state to take preventive action. This 
right would seem to be reinforced if the vessel is making for 
port, since Article 25(2) of the LOS Convention authorizes action 
where a vessel is proceeding to internal waters "to prevent any 
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breach of the conditions to which admission of those ships to 
internal waters...is subject." 

C. Straits  

The regime governing "straits used for international 
navigation" is found in Articles 34-45 of the LOS Convention. 
States bordering straits are permitted under Articles 41 and 42 
of the LOS Convention to establish sea lanes and traffic 
separation schemes, similar to those permitted in the territorial 
sea, thus opening up the prospect of some special controls over 
vessels carrying substances such as plutonium. However, if they 
wish to do so, they cannot act unilaterally but must, under 
Article 41(4), first refer them to "a competent international 
organization with a view to their adoption." 

I 
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EMERGENCY PORT CALLS 

The exchange of notes, dated October 18, 1988, between the 
United States and Japan, modifies the understandings of the two 
countries with respect to transportation arrangements for 
recovered plutonium pursuant to Annex 5 of the Implementing 
Agreement to the U.S.-Japan Agreement for Nuclear Cooperation. 
It adds provisions to such Annex covering sea shipments. 

As regards emergency port calls, the October 18, 1988 
exchange of notes has three relevant provisions: 

First, it provides in paragraph B.1 that such port calls 
"will only be made in conformance with procedures set forth in 
the transportation plan provided for in paragraph 2 below." 

Second, it provides in paragraph B.2 that any transportation 
plan must be "established through coordination among the sender, 
recipient, and carrier, and with the cooperation and assistance 
of the parties, the transferring government and, if necessary, 
any other government, which will be secured in advance through 
appropriate liaison and consultation with relevant authorities." 

Third, it provides in paragraph B.2(g) that "Idletailed 
contingency plans will be established in advance," specifying 
"possible emergency situations and the actions to be taked in 
such situations." 

It is clear, given the language and structure of tbe 
agreement, just described, that countries in which plutonium 
transport.-vessels may seek to make emergency port calls must be 
involved in the establishment of the tranportation plan. The 
essence of the parties' understanding is that such port calls can 
only be made in accordance with the terms of the transportation 
plan and that such terms must be established in advance of any 
plutonium shipments. 

Of necessity, arrangements for port calls can only be 
established with the cooperation and assistance of the 
potentially affected countries. Consequently, the language of 
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paragraph 13.2 referring to the "cooperation and assistance 
of...any other country" being "secured in advance" in connection 
with the development of the transportation plan must be taken to 
mean that, where there is a country potentially affected by 
emergency port calls, it must be brought into the plan 
development process. 

The necessity for such involvement--and, by the same token 
the explanation for the qualifying phrase "if necessary" in the 
same provision--are created by the existence of contingencies in 
the sea shipment of plutonium affecting countries along the 
transport route. Where those contingencies exist, the obligation 
to secure in advance the cooperation and assistance of the 
affected countries is manifest. 
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Anne.x C 

mODIFICATIONS FOR ANNEX 5 

Before paragraph 1 of Anne: 5 oí the Deplementing Agreement, 
Air Shipment shall be inserted. 

Atter sub-paragraph (h) of paragraph 2 of Annex 5 of the 
Implementing Agreement, the following shall be inserted. 

Sea Shipment 

Transportation will be carried out by dedicated transport 
ship from a port in the United Kingdom or France to • port in 
Japan via a route selected to avoid arcas of natural disaster 
or civil disorder and to ensure the security of the cargo and 
the transport ship. The transport ship will not make scheduled 
port calla enroute. Emergency port calla will only be made in 
conformance with procedures set forth in the transportation 
plan provided for in paragraph 2 below. 

Prior to each shipment a transportation plan documenting 
the specific arrangements to be implesented for the shipment 
will be preparad to assure, inter alia, adequate physical 
protection of the nuclear material to be transportad. The plan 
will be established through coordination among the sender, 
recipient, and carrier, and with the cooperation and assistance 
of the parties, the transferring government and, if necessary, 
any other government, which will be secured in advance through 
appropriate liaison and consultation with relevant 
authorities. The transportation plan will include the 
following measures. 

(1) Escorts, armed and equipped, and independent of the 
transport ship crew, will be aboard the transport 
ship. The on-board escorts will be responsible for 
mkintaining constant surveillance of the cargo and for its 
protection, acting in accordance with the lava and 
regulations of each country concerned. 

(ii) The transport ship w11.1 be escorted from departure to 
arrival by an atraed escort vessel unless alternativa 
aecurity measures, documentad in the transportation plan, 
effectively compensate for any absence of an armed escort 
vessel. 

Determinations of trustworthlness will be nade for 
individuals having key responsibllities for the shipment, such 
as the transport ship crew, the 'acorto on board the transport 
ship and the personnel in the operations center. 
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At 511 porte access to the transport ship will be 
controlled with the cooperation of relevent authorities 
including police or by use of other armed personnel to protect 

against theft or sabotage. 

Measures will be taken to impede removal of the cargo 
at sea, including rendering inoperable the hatch removal 
mechanisms and the on-board derrick* or cianea. ihIpment casks 
or transport container« will be locked and sealed in order to 
impede access to the nuclear material by unauthorised persona. 
Individual shipment casks or transport container, will be 
equipped with transponders or transmitters to facilltate 
location in the event of en accident. 

The transport ship will be equipped with a reliable 
communications system, utilising advanced technology as 
practica/. Independent oí standard navigation communications 
equipment. which will include the capability (I) for secure 
transmission of transport ship location and cargo status 
information automatically from the transport ship to the 
operations center, and (II) for separate and secure 
communications between the on-boerd escorts and the operations 
center. Independent oí the transport ship crew. 

An operations center will be established with 
responsibility for continuous monitoring, consistent with the 
advanced technology available, of the transport ship location 
and cargo status from departure to arrival. Channels of 
communication will be established between the operations center 
and points of contact within the response authorities 
designated in the transportation plan. 

Detailed contingency piens will be established in 
advance. These plans will identify possible emergency 
situation' and the actions to be taken in such situations by 
the transport ship crew, the on-board 'acorta, any escort 

	1, and the operations center pirsonnel. The plans will 
Identity the pointa of contact within and the demarcation of 
responsibilities among the response authorities designated in 

the transportation plan. 

Confirmation will be obtained from each designated 
response authority that necessary specific plans have been 
prepared. through consultation as appropriate with other 
response authorities and close contact with the sender. 
recipient and °arriar to ensure effective implementation of the 
security m'asures described above." 
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Annex D 

S1DE LETTER TEXT 

  

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to sub-paragraph (a)(Iii) of 
paragraph 3 of Article 1 of the Implementing Agreement Between 
the Government oí the United Status of America and the 
Government of Japan Pursuant to Article 11 of Their Agreement 
for Cooperation Concerning Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy, and 
to Annex 5 of the Implementing Agrete:1mi, entitled "Guidelines 
for the International Transportation of Recovered Plutonium.' 

I have further the honor to refer to the Notes exchanged 
between our two Governmente on [month/day] 1988 concerning 
modifications to the above-mentioned Guidelines to include 
provisions for the international transport of recovered 
plutonium by sea.. 

  

  

I have the honor further to state that during the 
negotiations of the aforementioned modifications of Anne: 5. it 
vas confirmed that the statements cede in our November 4, 1987 
exchange of lettere on Anne: 5, except those concerning 
shipment casks for air shipment. apply to sea shipment under 
the modified Guidelines. 

It loas confirmed during the negotiations on the said 
modifications that, in order to fulfill the Guidelines, the 
Government of the United State' will notify the Government of 
Japan prior to each sea shipment of the nature and *cope of its 
cooperation and assistance to be provided. 

During the negotiations on the said modifications. lt vas 
confirmed that sea shipment of plutonium, except fabrIcated 
mixed-oxide fuel rods or assemblies, pursuant to the modified 
Guidelines will be utilised only if.new casks suitable for air 
shipment through the airspace of the United States have not 
been developed and certified as safe for such purposes by the 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission in accordance with 
applicable law. 

With respect to the possible sea shipment of fabricated 
mixed-oxide fuel roda or assemblies, it vas confirmed during 
the negotiations that Part B of the modified Guidelines appliee 
to such shipment. The two parties may hold discussions prior 
to the establishment of a transportation plan with a view to 
consIdelihg alternative socurity meaeures pursuant to 
sub-paragraph (a)(11) of paragraph 2 of Part 8 of the modified 
Guidelines. 
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It vas alzo confirmed during the negotiations that 
alternative security ~asures pursuant to sub-paragraph (a)(11) 
of paragraph 2 of Part 1 of the modified Guidelines are to be 

mutually satisfactorY. 

with respect to sub-paragraph (a) (ji) of paragraph 2 of 
Part 1 of the modified Guldelinez. it Idas confirmed during the 
negotiations that the armed escort vessel is to be either a 
maritime safety/coast guard vessel or any other ship on 
government service authorized and fully capable of protecting 
the transport ship and its cargo and of deterring acta of theft 

or sabotage. 

It vas algo confirmed during the negotiations that details 
of the transportation and contingency plana. including route. 
departure and arrival dates. and details of the security 
m'asures to be taken. will be handled carefully, only on a need 

to know basis. 

Finally, it vas confirmed during the_ negotiations -that sea . 

transportion will meet the requirements -recommended in the 
applicable provisions of the International Maritime Dangerous 
Goods Coda and the International Atomic Energy Agency Transport 

Guidelines. 

Accept. Excellency. the renewed assurances of my highest 

consideration. 

o 



. iDelegates stifle:debate'on''plute~plan 
AGANA, Guam (AP) The Japa- ,, 

nese' delegation to the Asia-
Pacific Parliamentarians' 
Union stifled attempts to dis-
cuss Tokyo's plutonium ship-
.ment plan during this week's 
assembly. 

The earliest the issue could 
be discussed now would be 
Sept. 24 at the annual meeting  

in Taiwan. Plutonium ship-
ments could begin this fall. 

In recent weeks, islanders 
from Palau, Guam, the 
Northern Marianas and other 
islands have raised concerns 
about plans to ship about one 
ton of reprocessed plutonium 
in oxide powder from Europe 
to Japan three or four times a • 

year for use in its breeder-re-
, actor program. 

Two of the three proposed 
routes traverse Pacific is-
lands, raising objections from 
local leaders that they should 
have been consulted or in-
formed about the ship and its 
movement in case emergen-
cies arise. 
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Japanese Plutonium Raises a Nuclear Scare at Sea 
By Mark J. Valencia HONOLULU — A not-in-my-

backyard syndrome is about to 
Lake on global dimensions as Japanese 
authorities prepare to ship a ton of 

adly plutonium from France back 
Japan in the fall. lt is the first of 

many such shipments that Japan plans 
to make in the next decade. Tokyo 
says the plutonium will be used as fuel 
for nuclear power planta in Japan. 

The moverncnt by sea of tisis highly 
radioactive material is of considerable 
cnvironmental and health concern to 
countries along the shipping route. 
South Africa has said it would bar 
Japanese ships carrying plutonium 
from sailing within 200 miles of its 
oaast. Erni] Sahm, the lndonesian 
minister of state for popuLation and 
environment, says that in the interests 
of safety Indonesia has advised Japan 
to avoid congested straits and ship-
ping lanes off Southeast Asia even 
tbough they might offer a quicker 
route; he said Japan should use ocean 
routes as far as jiossible from land. 

Now Australia, New Tpaland, Pa-
pua New Guinea and 12 Pacific is-
land states have asked Japan to con-
sub them on the planned plutoniuni 

-)ment through the Paafic, saying 
it should be carried out "in ac- 

cordance with the highest interna-
banal safety and security standards." 

The first cargo of plutonium is to 
be carried in a special ship escorted 
by a lightly armed Japanese coast 
guard vessel. U.S. satellites will pro-
vide surveillance. 

One ton of plutonium is cnough to 
make more than 100 nuclear bombs. 
Environmen tal groups and other crit-
ics of the Japanese plan say the con-
voy is a potential hijacking target. 
Staffed by a Japanese crew without 
military training or heavy arms, the 
two vessels could be suseptible to a 
terrorist group equipped with a 
speedboat and anti-ship missiles. 

Because the plutonium is derived 
from nuclear fuel supphed to Japan 
by the United States, Washington 
must approvc the shipping plan. The 
United States has indicated that it is 
satisfied with arrangemcnts. But en-
vironmental a-itics worry that con-
tainers for the plutonium oxide pow-
der are not guaranteecl to witlastand 
temperatures of more than 800 de-
grecs centigrade, a temperature 
sometimos exceeded by tires al sea. 

Should the cargo ship sink, the  

pressurc of water in the depths of the 
ocean might crush the casks and re- 
lease the plutonium. There is also 
concern that the Japanese shipments 
may open the door to worldwide 
oammercial traffic in one of the most 
toxic substances on earth. South Ko-
rea and Taiwan may also want to 
start shipping spent nuclear fuel from 
power reactors for reprocessing into 
plutonium and return by sea. 

A likely route for the plutonium 
convoy is around southern Africa, 
across the Indian Ocean, then 
through the Straits of Malacca and 
the South China and East China 
seas. This 17,000-mile voyage would 
take about seven weeks. 

The Malacca straits, one of the 
busiest sea-lanes in the world, is 
claimed as territorial sea by Indone-
sia and Malaysia and thus falls under 
a regirle of innoccnt passage. A ship 
that the governments of these two 
countries judge to be a threat to ther 
peace, good order or security could 
be barred. An innocent passage re-
gime also applies to China's territori-
al seas around the Paracel and Sprat-
ly islands in the South China Sea. 

Beijing asserts sovereiprity over the 
islands, although its claims are dis-
puted by other countries. 

Under the Convention on the Law 
of the Sea, maritime powers cnjoy var-
ious navigational rights. But it will still 
be severa] years before the treaty will 
have cnough signatures to come into 
effect. Some maritirne powers, such as 
the United States, have indicated that 
thcy will not sign the treaty. 

Japan's plutonium shipments may 
have major implications for freedom 
of navigation. In an environment of 
legal uncortainty and plutonium al-
lergy, sovcreignty claims may be ex-
tended, hampenng foreign passage 
through critica] straits and sea-lanes 
in Asia and elsewhere. Amid growing 
cnvironmental consiousness, such ju-
risdictional extension may sooncr or 
later be interpreted by govemments 
as a responsibility to protect living 
marine resources and the health of 
pcople from activities that could 
cause serious pollution. 

The writer, who specializes in law of 
the sea and maritime resource issues, 
a research associate a: the East-West 
Center in Hawaii. He contributed this to 
the International Herald Tnbune. 
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May 19, 1992 

flr .Tinztahurn Taksgi 
Executive Director 
Citizen's Nuclear Information Center 
1-59-14-302 1-rigashi-nakano 
Nakano-ku, Tokyo 164, Japan 

Deur Dr. Takagi: 

This is to acknowledge your letter dated April 30th, 1992. We wish to 
inform you that we are extremely concern about the plans to transport 
50 tons of- plutonium from Europe to Japan. The potential for 
accident to occur with the handling, shipping or hijacking of this most 
toxic and deadliest of material can not be overemphasized. 

We believe that our country, the Federated States of Micronesia is 
geographically located near whichever alternative route is chosen to be 
hazardously exposed to potential irreparable consequences. For this 
reason we are forwarding our concern on this subject to the 
Department of External Affairs, Federated States of Micronesia for 
review and action. 

We thank you most sincerely for sharing this important information 
with us. 

Sincerely, 

—4-  Thurston K. 1-1151  
Governor 

Y Kcrárae State, F.S.M. 

/rda 
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Japan plutonitum program bloclung 
nuclear-free Korea, expert claims 

WASIIINGTON (Kyodo) Ja- the North Korean representa-
pan's potential capability to tive to the International 
manufacture nuclear weap- Atomic Energy Agency ex-
ons may stand in the way of a pressed fears of a Japanese 
totally nuclear-free Korean nuclear weapons program at 
Peninsula, a U.S. nuclear ex- the the agency's board meet- 
pert said Tuesday. 	 ing in December and cited Ja- 

pan's plutonium program. 
"It is my understanding, 

based on an account by an 
IAEA official who was pre-
sent (at the IAEA board 

. meeting), 'that the North Ko-
rean said his nation might not 
agree in the future to « interna-.  
tional inspections of ah l nucle- 
ar 	facilities • until Japan 

Reprocessing spent nuclear agreed to forgo separation 
fuels yields plutonium, a fis- and use of plutonium," Lev-
sionable material essential enthal said. 
for the production of nuclear 	The December board meet- 
weapons. 	 ing took place before North 

Testifying before a congres- Korea declared it would sign 
sional panel, Leventhal said an. IAEA safeguards accord  

that would permit inspectiohs 
of its nuclear facilities. 

Leventhal's testimony, be-
fore the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Subcommittee on East 
Asian and Pacific Affairs, is 
at variance with other reports 
of the IAEA board meeting in 
Vienna. 

According to a source fa-
miliar with the IAEA pro-
ceedings, the North Korean 
representative accused Japan 
of pressuring North Korea to 
allow international inspection 
of its nuclear facilities, say-'. 
ing the Japanese effort was 
an attempt to hide its own nu-:  
clear weapons program. 

• '- 
  "There was no reference on 
the Japanese plutonium pro-
gram during the board Meet-
ing," the sourcé said. 

Paul Leventhal, president 
of the Nuclear Control Insti-
tute, said a North Korean offi-
cial has reportedly said that 
North Korea might withhold 
International inspections of 
its nuclear facilities unless 
Japan gives up its program to 
reprocess spent nuclear fuel. 

• 
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By Susuthu Awanohara In Washington and 
Louis* do Rosario In Tokyo 

T. 
he Japanese Government is mit 
amused by the International atten-
don that is being suddenly focused 

on itS long-standing plan to start shipping 
home 1arge quantlttes oí reprocessed phi- 
tonium from France. 	. 	• 

The Japanese have cireasned of an elfi.-
cient "nuc.ear fuel Cycle," using phstonlum 
instead of enriched uranium for nucleetr 
power generation, which now accounts for 
a quarter of their energy supply. The plu-
tonium would come from the large and 
rrowing amoura of spent Japanese_ura-
niurn fuel, reprOcessed in Britain anci 
rance anci inter ¿liso injapan, and would 

••ire fast-breecier reactor s that create more 
1:,:utonium fuel as they consume it. • • 

Ile idea :nakes crninent sehse to the 
japanese, always ir.secuse about :hez rtear• 
total deptndence un irnported ene:1,-y. Tne 
US has bc-en•consuP.cd fully by Japan .1nd 
auproved the pian until now. 

- But Íust as Jzipcn is praparing to rereivé 
the 5.rst rnajer shiprr,ent of plutoniurn --
about 1 tonne — from France ar.d has 
commissioned a lightly armed ship of the 
Maritime Safetv Acency as escort for the 
controversia:, cargo, concerns and obiec-
tions ase befrig raisecl by cita. (A one-
ltrne shipment of 250 kg of blutonium, alsó 
from France, was mode in.  the mid-1980s 
under )'eavy.  • US and French naval guard..) .  
The Japanese are expecáng to take back 
more than 30 tonnes of reprocossod pluto-
nium from Europe in the next eecade. 

In early April, ECO Engineering, a firm 
of maritime safety experts, issued a report 

4» -anning that the Japanese pian to transport 
pluto.nium from France pcised a serious 
environmental risk to maior sea :artes and 
ports A Iong the way. ECO Engineering's.  
re-)ort said the plutoniurn containers to be 
'asee( by the Japanese were not guaranteed 
to wtthstand tire, collision, imrnersion or 
attacks at sea. There was also the threat the 
cargo might become the target of terrorists 
or rogue governments. 

Then in mid-April, an official of the In-
ternational Atoroic Energy Agency CIAF_A) 
suggested that Japan should place the plit-
tonium stockpiles under inter:letona) cus- . 
tociv, rather than keeping.thern in Japanese 
harícis. nig.  proposal Is at least in part po-
litically driven. The agency apparently 
fears that other. countries with nuclear am-. 
bidors; notably North Korea, could use the 
Japanese precedent to inSist that they 

should have nuclear reprocelsin8 facilities 
and plutoniurn stuckpiles. 	• 

In rad, thC North Koreart Government 
and • aome Smith Korean commentators 
have begun questionlns Toicyo's pinas to 
have both oven while it insists, *long with 
the US, that Pyongyang renounce• them. 
The North Koreah ratiflcation of the 
agreement Lo submit to IAEA inspection. of 
nuclear facilities was* particularly wol-
comed by Japanese officials, who •liad 
feareci that Pvongyang inigM use Japanese 
plutoniurn Stockpi3ing and reprocsing as ' 
an eXcuse for continued intransigenoe. 

Apart from doubts about (he socurityof 
plutoniurrl shiprnents ar.d the problem of 
setting precedents, aitics point to the much• 
increased relative cost of plutonham re-
processing — which rnakes u ranturn-based • 
nuclear power genera tion more efficient — 
and the temptation which the piutoniurn 
stockpiie wou3d provide the Japanese to 

• 

cteVelop their ovan nuclear wc. apons. 

cenr.ed at thn last suggestion and in''voke 
Japanese officials are particuli)rhi in- 

the raperience of Hiroshima and Nztgasaki 
Lo dismtss the notion that Tokyo would 
develop nuclear weaports. Orle Japantse 
Embassy official blames "people like 
(forrrier US seeretary of state) Henry 
Kittsinger who insist that Japan as eco- 
nornic superpower %In inevitably beCOme 
a political/military superpower as well, 
acquirirrg nuclear weapons along the way. 

Japenese officlala men, to believe that if 
they earrtestly explain Japan's position, the 
world willunclerstand and accept It.. l'hat 
may be optirrástc. Por the znornent, the US 
Governmertt is "satisfied with the (l'hito-
niurn shipment) plan and will conenue to 
work with the Japanese tu ensure its full 
implernentation," accordIng to a 'State De-
partment spokeswoman. • 

But a senior US official says that the 
Japanese.must understand that the worle 
has changed since the days when Japart 

rst forrrtulati the nuclear fuel cycle plan. 
"There.'s a big surplus of yerow cak

•
e 

ittrarduml and pliitoniurr, poses a real pro-
liferaEtan threai," he sayS. rne oMcai fear.s 
that Japarybashers in the US would try to 
expleit the isr,ue, 	 t1-.e Japanesc de- 
fv-tsive and adarnant- 

; 

JAPAI4 

Second thoughts 
Neighbours question plutonium plan 

22 
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:.GLENN ATTACKS PLANNED JAPANESE'PLUTONIUM.S1qPNENTS 

"The proposed shipments wili. pretent. new .riSks_tóthe 

envitonment 1  new ti s ks of terrorisM , and new • risktof 'weapOnt: 

proliferad.= t. Glenn • m'id ' - He :::added '.that these riSks ,árt 
teedlels :osince,there is no compelling economic :,justification- for. 
thecomMercial use .of' plutonium-in Japan oy any: other country." 

'Zlenn:*.said. that plutonium use . only maicera economiciense as a 
. nuclear fuel: f uranium is .scarce and e)tpensiVe. 	txac.1-51' 

opposite from current. ccnditiong -• 

, Glenny•.author of the Nuclear Non-Prolifsration Acty outlined 
theseconcerns in' a letter to the General Aocounting Office (qa0),. 
whichWi,llinvastigate the proposelVshipments át,the• Eónatcro. . 

*request'.- 

Japan uses U.S.-produced uraniUm in ita nuclear pbwer planto 
and ships spent nuclear fuel to France and England. Thers -it is 

.raprocessed into plutonium -- the radioactive material usad to 
maks nuclear weapons. This tau, Upan plano to ship this 
piutonium to orle of its special nuclear .r.saclIrs in-an effort to 
inc-rease energy seif-sut ficiency. 

"'I don',t want•to take any chance of pluton= finding' its 
way onto 'the black .market zinc(' inany countries eiround -the world 

are locking to purchase it," said•Glenn. "I don't think -rae 

snould be -producing it1  1 don't think we should be promoting it, 
and I certainly don't think we should be sending ships .aCross the 

oceans,Wit.h 'it. The threats _posad 'by-  terrorista and hplils are 

top gUtt.. 	 • 

• 	' 

of :the7. world''s - most.tvxic and' dangerous s.ubstances . 1: 	• 

."'.':Ogr" goal. should.  1321 ,be te .encourage foreign.:.:cOnintercial,;:uses 

of boinb material," said Glenn. !1.oppotied:, the.U....S.•-japa.n-itxuclear 
agreement...because 1 believed titan and 1 believe no*, that tit ja a 

thirty year0 .of ,Shipments of piltonium.,4ont : • 
" 'u .5.. Torigsin .:.spent fuel to go to apan or anywhere olee. 

Senate: ison-Prollf eyation Leader.:Cálls on AdMinistratIOW te 
Itevéríg POlicy:of Condoning-CommettiaL Uses-:.of>Intoniula ' . _ 

lenator jóhn-Glenn (D-Dhio) todaywarned-that seriCusi 
terroriAth¡proliferation,_ and envtrOnmental threátt juay-  1~ 

: Jipan Le aIlowed to import weapon-strength: plutonium frOmtlitOp0.: 
. 3apan isSCheduled:to begixv the. shipmenta.this 

_ 

: • 	• 

a' la mot an innoouous shipment 	Une inert matters ig. 

GlennCoptinued, "This is 241tonium14.1.ate.t4king-about :T 
eno  
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By DAVID E. SANGER 
Special to The New York Times 

rrN 	TOKYO, July 31 — Facing growing 
criticism from abroad, Japanese Gov- 
ernment officials say they have begun 
rethinking the nation's ambitious nu-
clear energy plans, and may delay or 
derail the building of self-sustaining 
breeder reactors that would add to the 
worldwide oversupply of deadly pluto-
nium. 

The quiet change seems to reflect the 
Government's reluctant conclusion 
that efforts to develop new technology 
for energy independence, begun in the 
energy crises of the 1970's, are becom-
ing prohibitively expensive and politi-
cally untenable. 

Japan's giant utility companies have 
told the Government they will no long-
er foot the bill to build a pilot breeder 
reactor, which would both consume 
and produce plutonium. Moreover, 
since the collapse of the Soviet Union 
and the dismantling of large numbers 
of nuclear weapons, experts have 
warned that a glut of plutonium could 
pose major environmental problems 
and security threats. 

Thinking It Through Again 

~
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Japan Thinks Agatn About Its Plan to Build a Plutonitün Stockpile 

Government officials insisted during 
the last week of July that they were not 
abandoning their hopes of eventually 
creating a self-sustaining nuclear fuel 
cycle that would reduce their depen-
dence on suppliers of uranium, which 
fuels ordinary reactors. 

But on Wednesday, the Science and 
Technology Agency created an adviso-
ry panel to reassess the country's mid-
term plans, which in Japan covers the 
next severa] decades. 

Officials said a number of the conclu-
sions seemed to be pre-ordained. 
Among them is expected to be a major 
change of course toward reactors that 
consume plutonium rather than create 
it, and a proposed venture with Russia 
to convert plutonium from dismantled 
weapons into fuel for nuclear power. 

The committee chairman, Akira  

Oyama, a professor emeritus at the 
University of Tokyo, said in an inter-
view that while Japan still hopes to use 
breeder reactors, the moment may not 
come until "the mid-21st century." 

At Sea In Vulnerable Ships 
Though officials deny it, this change 

appears to be largely in response to 
mounting international protests, espe-
cially over Japan's plans to transport 
tons of plutonium — fabricated from 
Japan's own nuclear wastes — from 
Europe by sea, starting late this year. 
Environmental groups say the ships 

The economy 
and the politics 
of nuclear power 
have changed. 

would pose an unnecessary environ-
mental hazard and would be slow-mov-
ing targets ripe for terrorists. 

Though the Bush Administration has 
informally approved the plan and will 
track the cargo by satellite, in late 
June the House of Representatives 
passed an amendment to the National 
Energy Policy Act that would effec-
tively prevent Japan from moving the 
plutonium through United States wa-
ters. South Africa has also declared its 
waters off limits. 

While Japanese officials say they 
plan to go ahead with at least one or 
two shipments in order to establish the 
precedent, they add that further deliv-
eries could be delayed while Tokyo 
figures out how to use the plutonium. 

"Somethin* is finally happening in-
side the Government, and they are 
reviewing their plutoniiirn policy," said 
Jinzaburo Takagi, a 	e ar engineer 
and one of the leading cLL1cs of Japan's 

nuclear plans. "I don't think they will 
give everything up. But surely, there is 
some shift in present policy." 

Government officials say the power-
ful bureaucracy in Tokyo has been 
reluctant to abandon its dream, even 
though the United States has already 
abandoned large-scale reprocessing of 
wastes into plutonium for fear of nucle-
ar proliferation. 

"Our whole plutonium program be-
gan to take on a life of its own, and no 
one has 'wanted to pull the plug," a 
senior Government official who op-
poses the program said recently. "I 
think people are beginning to realize 
that this is placing us in a diplomatical-
ly very difficult position." 

The problem is compounded by the 
fact that Japan has never satisfactori-
ly explained how it would burn off all of 
the plutonium that its plans call for 
producing. Tokyo forswore the produc-
tion of nuclear weapons after World 
War II, and almost no orle believes the 
country has any desire to stockpile 
plutonium for conversion into a bomb. 

Nervous Neighbors 
But diplomats from other Asian na-

tions worry aloud about the wisdom of 
placing so much plutonium at Japan's 
disposal, even if it is regularly inspect-
ed by the International Atomic Energy 
Agency. It is widely assumed that Ja-
pan has the technology to produce a 
bomb should its policy ever change. 

Mr. Oyama dismisses those con-
cerns, saying there are "wide differ-
ences in the purity level of the plutoni-
um we use for nuclear power and pluto-
nium for military use." 

Japan's goal of nuclear energy inde-
pendence dates to the 1950's. The hope 
of relying on plutonium-fueled fast-
breeder reactors was based on the as-
sumption that uranium would be 
scarce and expensive. 

Plutonium is a by-product when ura-
nium is used to power a nuclear reac-
tor, and it can be recovered and use 
fuel another kind of reactor. Two  

experimental fast-breeder reactors 
have already been built, and a major 
demonstration reactor is under con-
struction. 

A giant reprocessing center at Rok-
kasho in northeastern Japan is already 
a decade late, partly because of local 
protests. The plan to ship 80 or 90 tons 
of plutonium from Britain and France, 
which already have reprocessing com- 
plexes, arose from those delays. 	' 

But the economic predictions on 
which the plan was based have 
changed radically. Uranium is now 
plentiful and cheap, and the biggest 
problem now is how to store the highly 
toxic plutonium safely. 

The United States has considerable 
control over Japan's plans because 
much of the nuclear waste being con-
verted into plutonium was originally 
supplied by American companies. 
While the United States has officially 
supported Japan's plans, in private 
Bush Administration officials have 
been saying for months that they want 
Tokyo to find a way to extricate itself. 
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Japan May Put Off 
Plutonium Plans 

The A.isociated Pres3 

TOKYO —The head of a nucle-
ar power development program 
said Monday that Japan may put 
off plans to use a special reactor to 
produce plutonium, the material 
used in both power plants and nu-
clear arms. 

The statement, by Takao Ishiwa-
tari, president of the Power Reac-
tor and Nuclear Fuel Development , 
Corp., was the first sign Japan may 
be moving away from its plan to 
begin producing and importing 
tons of the material. Critics con-. 
tend Japan could build a dangerous 
stockpile of plutonium. 

Mr. Ishiwatari said nuclear arms 
reduction plans by the United 
States and the former Soviet Union. 
may create a surplus of plutonium 
and reduce the need for Japan to 
begin malcing its own. 

But he reaffirmed bis commit-
men t to Japan's plutonium- 
powered nuclear program. Japan's 
commercial nuclear industry is the 
.only one to rely mainly on plutoni-
um fuel rather than on enriched 
uranium. 

Mr. Ishiwatari said a $4.5 billion 
prototype fast-breeder reactor — 
which relds more plutonium than 
it uses — could, be refitted to be-
come a power-producing plant 
rather than plutonium producer. 

Nuclear experts, however, say 
fast-breeder reactors have no spe-
cial use beyond making plutonium. 
The plant is scheduled to go into 
operation this year. 

Controlling plutonium has be-
come a key concem of .the United 
Nations since the breakup of the 
Soviet Union and allegations of se- 

cret nuclear weapons prógrams in. 
Iraq and North Korea. 	l• 

Smce India exploded a nuclear,. 
bomb in 1974 bina using plutcini-
um it recovered from .  a researell'., 
reactor, international pressure has 
been growing to abandon plutoni-
um for comrnercial use: Washing--
ton adopted such a policy in 1977.. 

Japan, and to a lesserr exte - nt 
France and England, are th`e"only;,:, 
industrialized "nations that Ccíntin-
ued to push fast-breeder reactors..," 

In August, Japan's atomic enerL. 
gy  commission approved a plan to:1 
increase the use of plutonium .and 
rely less on uranium. Under". the • 
plan, 80 to 90 tons of plutonium .• 
would be used by the year 2010 by 
about 12 reactors currently operat-
ing on uranium and by fast-breeder 
reactors." -• 	• 	• 	.

• 
	••, 

Critícs doubt that much will 
needed. Japan already has 30 to 40. 
tons commg from reprocessin,g 
plants in Europe, where plutonium 
is extracted from used uranium fuel . 
rods. Another 60 toas is expected. 
.from Japanese reprocessing plants 
into the next century. • 	• 

' Mr. Ishiwatari also said Japan .'  

would use U.S. satellite surveil- 
lance to help ensure safe passage of 
a freighter scheduled to carry near-, 
iy a ton of plutonium from France* 
to Japan later this year... 	• ¿•••"' 

The shipment, guarded only by a 
specially armed coast guard cutter," 
has aroused controversy abroad 
cause of fears that the plutonium 
coulsi•be lost to terrorist attack or 
an accident during the 27,000-kilo- * 
meter (16,800-mile) journey. One 
ton of plutonium is enough to build. 
100 to 150 nuclear weapons. 	• •• 



         

   

Tokyo Official .Critielzés 
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Expert Fear,s .ProW:fration of Plutoplum 
, • 	• ' 

4 ' ‘ '.4 	fuel from-:, 'mines Iii.  le United By T. R. Reid 

	

Whakington Pm Pactgn Unice 	 Staies, Canáda, Australia and Scalth 
. 	 ., Africa: 	

‘ 	. 

TOKYO, Apri121--Átop nuclear, 	But, the country .now wats te 
power expert in the government create a "recycling" 'procesa, in, 
has sparked new debate over. Ja- which used uranium is reprocessed 
pan's national energy program, say-: inlo plutonitun. The plutonítun can 
ing he fears that a plan to build .a • be used to bel solálled "breedert 
network of nuclear power stations .. reactors, , which" • produce, or 
will lead to pr9liferado:1 of tolde . "breed," more pintonioinnhile gen: 
plutonium. 	' ' ' ' 	 , erating electric power.. 

Takao Ishiwatarl, president . of 	This plan would have two deal 
the government's' nuclear fuel re- ale effects, the government here, 
search institute, agreed with some saya. First, Japan would no longer, 
foreign critica of Japan'a energy , be dependent en foreign sourcea for 
plana when he expressed his. con.., , energy supplies. Second, replacing; 
cerns at a prea,a eonferep9e We.r ,•„, .oil-fired power planta with nuclear,  
day. 	, . ,,.•., ,.. ,.. 	.'. reactors reduces emission of air: 

Ishiwatari said he feared that the pollutants and thus helps amelloratit.  
, stations, expecte(' ' te ibreed"' new'i,. the'  grelivin$  problem of global.  

increase production ' °f .  the ' Sub,» * 
fuel,''.wouldi, warming. 	• 

Japan la now building its ovm plu-. 
high-grade plutonium 

stance, which remains lethálly pule.' , .. tonium-reprocessing facility. Until 
it is completed,. Japanese uraniurn to humana for thousands of years: ' 

Ishiwátari also saicl the govern,“ fuel la being shipped to reprocess-
ment is looking for alternative waya,1 ing planta in France and England. 
to bring into the country the plu- , . Japan has rights to about 30 tons of 

tonium to be used in the program. .., , .plutonium from the European re-
processing planta and has plana—Currently, Japan plana ' to . ship ' . 

papar, at least—to ship that weapons-grade plutoniUm" 'via' °n  
freighter from .¡Etirope., pn.,1 .‘1.1  '1, al:0%c here ,, over. the , next 18: 

' o veara " • 	' '" l'•.' '.. 	4  . 
17,000-mile trip through three (-I .. -  

Because of the problema with oceans, with a single Japanese coast . ,..:•plutonium proliferation, Ishiwatari ' guard ship as escprt. The (irst one-' ; said, °ft would be bade; for Japan' ‘: ton shipment is scheduled for thiSQ ' to develop a jpower-generating) ' 
fail, 	 . 

. 	. .. .'• .. - system that bUrns up plotonium , 
Critics here and abroad have ari 1. - '" xather don ene that breeds.  it."Blit: • 

gued that this plan could giste ter-•...,,, that proposal suggesis a large-scale 
rorists an opportenity;  to.pptu/9 a.,  :revamping of the plutonium-breed- 
hoard of plutonium. : 	. „ .*.• id ing energy system that Japan has- 

The , U.S. *goVernrnent, '' which .., developed at considerable expense...,,.
helped Japan design'its nuclear fuel , .: "The remarks . by Ishiwatari-sanzr, 
program, has supported the' pluto. . 'mean we are lookIng at a completez;• 
nium plan, despite cdticism from ' revision of the naclear energy 
some environmental ' groups, and i  gram," said Jinzeburo Takagi, Ir 
members of Congresa, 	 ,,physicist who heads a , eitizens». 

But the comments from Ishiwa- ,group opposing the Plan. "If the" 
tan, chief of the ' research agency government is now worried• about:: 
that designed the Japanese nuclear plutonium prolíferation, that under- ' 
power plan, will probablY force a :., mines the basic rationale for devel:-
new assessment of the program at .., oping a plutonium-breeding reactoil 
top levels. 	, • 	, 	••••network," .. .. 	,.. 	.. 1 .,.. 	,g • • 	' ' 

Oven the past two decades, Japan , Japanese government spokesmar 
has moved resolutely to decrease, , Koichi Kato said today 'there has.: 
its dependence en fossil luda such been discussion of the plutonium, 
as oil and coal and to move to nu- cycle within the government, but at.. 
clear-generating capa'city for its ;the liomeat "we ar9,..gil!11anrOg. 
electricity, So far, Japan's nuclear !to go ahead with the.  nu4ear-cm., 
power stations havvis.ed uranium •terápng plan wé' hate,In place:14 ,t,,;14• 
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It's importing tons of plutonium as it seeks energy self-sufficiency 

Eighty-five miles north of Tokyo, in 
a labyrinth of sealed rooms sepa-
rated by radiation detectors and se-

curity posta, Japanese government re-
searchers in white coveralls and yellow 
boots experiment with one of the deadli- 
est substances on earth: plutonium. 
Wearing thick rubber gloves, they reach 
into acrylic boxes and mix the toxic ele- 
ment with uranium, making 	 
black pellets that will burn 
in nuclear-reactor cores. 
iffere, at the Tokai nuclear 
research center, squabbles 
over the wisdom of stockpil-
ing atom-bomb material are 
irrelevant to engineer Ma-
sayuki Iwanaga. "I hope 
politics doesn't interfere 
with technology," he says. 

That may be a vain hope. 
In the 21st century, Japan 
plans to become self-suffi-
cient in electricity—and 
make its industries even 
more competitive—by firing 
up e'fast-breeder" reactors 
that generate more plutoni-
um fuel than they burn. But 
while the idea sounds good 
to a country that importa 
nearly ah l the oil and urani-
um it uses to produce 56% of 
its electrical power, it's fuel-
ing a furious debate. Some 
Japanese question spending 
what could be $75 billion on 
iffy technology. And criti-
cism is rising at home and 
abroad over a plan to ship in 
42 tons of plutonium from 
Europe, starting in Novem-
ber. "You're introducing 
bomb material," says Paul 
L. Leventhal, president of 	 
the Nuclear Control Institute in Wash- 
ington, who dreads what may happen on 
the 17,000-mile journey. "Should Japan 
acquire this much plutonium?" 
NO WASTE. Japan says yes. By 2010, the 
government aims to cut oil's share of 
total electricity from 29% to 10%, while 
boosting nuclear power from 27% to 
43%. Plutonium is the key. Conventional 
light-water reactors create some plutoni- 

um as a byproduct of fission, the split-
ting of atoms to release energy. But 
these reactors typically run only on ura-
nium, with the plutonium stored as 
waste. Now, Japan plans to convert 12 
of its 42 existing nuclear planta to run 
on a mixture of uranium and plutonium. 
At the same time, it will develop fast 
breeders, which not only burn the urani- 

um-plutonium blend but also have such a 
high degree of fission that they create 
more plutonium than they use—in es-
sence, burning your fuel and having it, 
too. Japan plans to have two commercial 
fast breeders on-line by 2030. 

To get there, it will have to solve plen-
ty of problems. An experimental fast 
breeder designed by the Japanese gov-
ernment circulates sodium coolant into  

the core and transfers heat away from it 
by means of pipes looped around the 
vessel. But this piping has many elbows 
and bends that increase the chance of 
coolant leakage. A French design mini-
mizes piping by placing the cooling sys-
tem inside a larger tank, but that makes 
maintenance hard. The Japanese have 
come up with a third type that uses less 
piping and is easier to service. The 
Monju plant, a $4.6 billion, 280-megawatt 
prototype built on this design, is due . to 
fire up next spring in western Japan. 

A utility consortium will take over the 
project and start on a 600-800 megawatt 
demonstration reactor later this decade. 
If it proves successful, the commercial 
units will follow. Neither the govern-
ment nor the utilities will predict the 
final tab. But nuclear chemist Jinzaburo 
Takagi, head of the Tokyo-based Citi- 

zens' Nuclear Information 
Center (cNic), says it could 
surpass $75 billion. 
NOT TARGET. This is a major 
argument against the fast 
breeder, whose price may be 
three times that of a conven-
tional nuclear plant. With 
world uranium supplies 
dwindling, the trade-off 
seemed acceptable in the 
1970s, when Tolcyo shaped 
its plan. But since then, 
thanks to new discoveries in 
Canada and Australia and 
worldwide antinuke senti-
ment, uranium demand has 
moderated and prices have 
plunged. The U. S. funds 
only modest fast-breeder re-
search. Even in France, 
where nuclear planta gener-
ate 73% of electricity, vs. 
22% in the U.S., the fast-
breeder program is on hold. 

The other focus of criti-
cism is the chance of a high- 
seas mishap. Over the next 
18 years, before Japan's 
planta start breeding their 
own fuel, spent rods from 
its conventional nuclear 
units will be reprocessed in 
Britain and France. The plu- 
tonium extracted from them 
will be sent back aboard the 

Pacific Crane, a 7,000-ton, double-hulled 
nuclear fuel transport Extra fuel tanks 
will let it sail nonstop. But since Japan's 
constitution forbids sending military 
ships abroad, the Pacific Crane's only 
protection will be the lightly armed Shi-
kishima, a Coast Guard-like vessel. 

To prevent accidents, sensors have 
been installed to detect and flood fires in 
the hold. The four-layer lead casks bear- 
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JAPAN'S NUCLEAR GAMBLE 
IGHITES A WHITE-HOT DEBATE 

REPROCESSING AT ROKKASNO COULD NELP LEAD TO A PLUTONIUM GLUT 
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ing the plutonium can withstand a fire 
of 800C for 30 minutes and survive pres-
sures at ocean depths of 10,000 meters. 
Moreover, satellites will monitor the ship 
as it plies its secret route. The U. S., 
which sold Tokyo its uranium and has 
the right to approve transpon plans, has 
O. K.'d these safeguards, says Toichi Sa-
kata, director of the nuclear fuel division 
at Japan's Science & Technology Agen-
cy. The State Dept. says approval is still 
pending. In any case, nuke watchers are 
upset. On May 21, Greenpeace and the 
Nuclear Control Institute launched a 
global campaign to stop the shipments. 
DOUBLE STANDARD? Assuming the pluto-
nium reaches Japan without incident, the 
controversy still won't die. Few accuse 
the country, whose constitution forbids 
nuclear weapons, of plotting to make a 
bomb. Still, the plan sends a mixed mes-
sage, says Jon Wolfstahl, senior analyst 
at the Arms Control Assn., a Washing-
ton think tank. He notes that Japan 
could legitimize plutonium stockpiling 
just as Western nations are trying to get 
North Korea to abandon a uranium-re-
processing facility it says is purely com-
mercial. "This has serious political impli-
cations," argues Wolfstahl. 

Such acute scrutiny has the Japanese 
nuclear community on the defensive. Al-
ready, grass-roots opposition has made it 
hard to find a site for the demonstrator 
reactor—forcing the utilities to delay 
groundbreaking severa] years, until the 
late 1990s. Beyond that, the $4 billion 
demonstrator project will strain the utili-
ties financially. And they still must fin-
ish Rokkasho, a $9.2 billion complex in 
northern Japan that includes nuclear 
waste storage, enrichment facilities, and 
a planned reprocessing plant that should 
end the need to import plutonium. "It's a 
hot discussion over how to afford both," 
says one utility official. 

Indeed, some scientists now question 
whether Japan can use all the plutonium 
it is gathering. By 2010, the government 
expects to have collected 85 tons. Citing 
fast breeders and the conversion of con-
ventional nuclear plants to burn a urani-
um-plutonium mixture, Tokyo plans to 
use it al!. But the cNic's Takagi charges 
that delays in these projects may leave 
Japan with more than 60 extra tons. 

Government and utility officials aren't 
ruffled by the prospect of delays. Critics 
only look ahead 10 or 20 years, says 
Atsuyuki Suzuki, nuclear engineering 
professor at Tokyo University and an 
adviser to the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion. Japan's plan for a plutonium econo-
my goes out 50 years. "It's not a ques-
tion of whether to build fast breeders," 
he says. "It's simply a question of 
when." But as the sailing date for the 
Pacific Crane draws near, the issue may 
seem far from simple. 

By Karen Lowry Miller in Tokyo 
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JAPANESE SEA SHIPMENT OF PLUTONIUM--
KEY ISSUES: SECURITY, NEED, SAFETY 

Background  

Large-scale sea shipments of Japanese plutonium are due 
to begin this fall, when one small, remodeled freighter, the 
Pacific Crane, and a lightly armed Japanese coast guard 
cutter, the Shikishima, transport about a metric ton of 
plutonium (2,200 pounds) from Europe to Japan. This is 
enough plutonium for at least 120 nuclear weapons. The 
material is also highly toxic---one microgram, the size of a 
pollen grain, could cause cancer, if inhaled. The plutonium 
is being recovered from Japanese spent fuel at reprocessing 
plants in La Hague, France and Sellafield, UK. 

The voyage of more than 15,000 miles is expected to 
last up to ten weeks with no planned port calls along one of 
four possible routes---through the Panama or Suez canals or 
around South America via Cape Horn or around Africa via the 
Cape of Good Hope. 

The plutonium was recovered 
power-reactor fuel that Japanese 
shipped there for reprocessing. 
shipped back to Japan for use in 
reactor, the Monju. Eventually, 
recovered with the plutonium are 

in Europe from irradiated, 
electrical utilities 
The plutonium is to be 
a new prototype breeder 
highly radioactive wastes 
to be shipped back, too. 

Japan insists it will not have enough plutonium to run 
Monju unless plutonium is imported from Europe. However, 
new official Japanese data, obtained by Japanese Diet member 
Haremasa Seki and just released by the Japan Citizens 
Nuclear Information Center (CNIC), makes clear Japan does 
not need to import plutonium. Japan can keep Monju running 
with plutonium being recovered in its small Tokai-mura 
reprocessing plant but will accumulate a large plutonium 
surplus íf it proceeds with the sea shipments from Europe, 
according to a CNIC analysis of the data, as well as other 
independent studies (see "Needs" section below). 
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Security  

The Department of Defense, in its March 1988 
assessment of alternative shipping modes for the return of 
recovered plutonium to Japan, advised against sending the 
material by sea. Specifically, DOD noted dangers from 1) 
lax port security; 2) vulnerability to attack, "particularly 
when the vessel is passing through channels, straits, and 
other restricted waterways 	or when it is near the 
coast"; 3) risk of sabotage or collaboration with terrorists 
by disloyal crew members; and 4) hijacking or attack on the 

high seas. 

DOD warned that "even if the most careful precautions 
are observed, no one could guarantee the safety of the cargo 
from a security incident, such as an attack on the vessel by 
small, fast craft, especially if armed with modern anti-ship 
missiles." Two years later, Libyan terrorists undertook 
just such an attack against Israel, demonstrating that this 

danger is real. 

DOD also cautioned that, even if the U.S. Navy did 
not provide direct escort service as it did in 1984 for a 
previous Japanese plutonium sea shipment, "the United States 
would still need to be ready to respond to any incident 
which might take place during the voyage, impacting 
adversely on U.S. military readiness." 

When the subsequent arrangement for sea shipment was 
completed, contingency responses to terrorist attack were 
left to be dealt with later. When Nuclear Control Institute 
inquired what such a response plan might entail, a 
Department of Energy official responded, "Would you believe 
simply heading for the closest port?" 

The Department of Energy's 1987 assessment of 
shipping alternatives discussed the 1984 Japanese plutonium 
shipment, noting that "there was substantial concern at the 
time within the Executive Branch and the Congress that the 
transit time for such a shipment was too long to become a 
desirable precedent for the future--if one considers the 
risk of theft or attack by hostile forces . . . Accordingly, 
the U.S. expressed the view that future shipments of this 
kind should be by air . . . " This policy was reversed 
about one year later after Japan failed to develop a crash-
resistant air-shipment cask. Japan then obtained blanket 
approval for sea shipments, despite the earlier U.S. 
government agency concerns noted aboye. 

In late 1989, a Japanese Science & Technology Agency 
offícial stated: "What we think we must protect the 
plutonium cargo from are pirates and terrorist groups. For 
that purpose, MSA [Japanese coast guard] cutters can 
function effectively. We are not considering attack with 
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missiles, for example, which means a real battle between 
nations." Some fifty-four nations are known to possess 
anti-ship missile arsenals--several of them (Iran, Iraq, 
Libya, Syria and North Korea) known sponsors of terrorism. 
A missile attack on the escort vessel could be a prelude to 
seizure of the transport vessel. A missile attack on the 
transport vessel could cause a ship fire reaching 
temperatures far beyond the tolerance of the plutonium 
shipping cask, releasing large amounts of highly toxic 
radioactíve material. 

Need 

A number of independent studies have concluded that 
Japan does not need to import plutonium. Instead, Japan 
faces a future plutonium surplus of dozens of tons of this 
weapons-capable nuclear material, far in excess,of its 
realistic research and electrical-power needs. 

Nuclear Control Institute calculates that, by the 
year 2017, Japan's domestic plutonium supply would exceed 
demand by nearly three and one-half metric tons--without any 
further shipments of plutonium from Europe or recovery of 
plutonium at a new Japanese reprocessing plant planned for 
construction at Rokkasho-mura. The output of Japan's small 
reprocessing plant at Tokai Mura, plus the plutonium 
previously imported from France and Britain, would be 
sufficient to meet the needs of the experimental Joyo and 
Monju breeder reactors and to complete Japan's mixed-oxide 
fuel (plutonium and uranium) demonstration program. 

These findíngs have been confirmed by recent data 
released by the Japanese government that show no shortfall 
of plutonium by 1993. An earlier projection of such a 
shortfall has been used as the rationale for start-up of 
plutonium shipments by 1992. 

Dr. Tatsujiro Suzuki, a visiting Japanese scientist 
at MIT's Center for Energy Policy Research, projects the 
plutonium surplus will reach 40 to 50 tons by the year 2010 
if shipments from Europe and reprocessing at Rokkasho-mura 
proceed as planned. He finds that the planned plutonium 
recycle in light-water reactors (LWRs) and breeders simply 
will not be able to absorb ah l the recovered plutonium. 

Dr. Jinzaburo Takagi, a nuclear chemist from Tokyo 
University who heads the Japanese Citizens Nuclear 
Information Center, projects that, given the likelihood of 
continued difficulties with LWR and breeder recycling 
programs, "a plutonium surplus of as much as 77 tons is most 
likely to result by the year 2010, giving rise to various 
problems including potential accident hazard during storage 
and possible nuclear proliferation and terrorism." 
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Dr. Thomas Cochran of the Natural Resources Defense 
Council projects that íf Japan canceled its breeder reactor 
program "it could probably save $10 billion in future R&D 
costs"---enough to purchase low-enriched uranium (LEU) 
sufficient to fuel Japan's existing reactors for 50 years, 
or for 100 years if advanced LEU fuels with improved burn-up 
are used. 

The accumulation of large plutonium surpluses in 
Japan will not go unnoticed in the region. Given the 
painful memories of World War II, and concerns in the Korean 
peninsula especially about renewed Japanese militarism, 
large surpluses of Japanese plutonium may well have a 
destabilizing and prolíferating result. 

Safety 

As in 1984, the U.S. Government is not réviewing 
safety aspects of the pending shipments, entrusting this 
area entirely to the French and Japanese. Thus, U.S. 
officials are not involved in determining that (as specified 
in Annex 5 of the 1988 U.S.-Japan nuclear agreement) "sea 
transportation will meet the requirements recommended in the 
applicable provisions of the International Maritime 
Dangerous Goods Code and the International Atomic Energy 
Agency [IAEA] Transport Guidelines." 

The Japanese and French governments refuse to release 
detailed documentation on the shipping cask to be used, 
including safety specífications and results of safety tests. 

The Japanese government has confirmed that the 
shipping package selected will not be tested beyond 
International Atomic Energy Agency standards for fire and 
collision. However, as a recent report by ECO Engineering 
(a firm of maritime safety experts) points out, these 
standards do not reflect realistic accident conditions. 
Ship fires, for example, frequently exceed the maximum 
temperature and duration specified in the IAEA standard, 
risking dispersal of the highly toxic plutonium. The ECO 
report also suggested that IAEA-certified containers could 
not withstand the enormous forces of a credible collision at 
sea. Accidents of this type most often occur in heavily 
trafficked channels and ports, where the human health risk 
would be greatest. 

Ocean depths along 70 to 90 percent of the shipping 
route would generate enough pressure to break open a 
shipping cask meeting IAEA immersion standards, should the 
transport vessel sink in an accident or an attack--risking 
large releases of plutonium into the marine environment. 

Japan claims to have tested the container to a 
pressure-equivalent of 10,000 meters depth. The test was 
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stopped after twenty minutes, an insufficient duration to 
prove the long-term integrity of the cask. Moreover, Japan 
refuses to release ah l the results, blocking independent 
expert evaluation of their experiment. 

Japan has admitted that it will not contact nations 
along the route to make arrangements for emergency port 
calls. Thís is a violation of the US-Japan nuclear 
cooperation agreement's requirement that "detailed 
contingency plans will be established in advance," and that 
Japan will obtain "the cooperation and assistance of the 
parties, the transferring government and, if necessary, any 
other government, which will be secured in advance through 
appropriate liaison and consultation with relevant 
authorities." If these plans proceed, en route nations and 
their citizens will remain unaware of the hazards to which 
they would be exposed if the transport ship entered one of 
their ports after an accident or an attack. 

Japan's original proposal was to ship plutonium from 
Europe by air. However, Congress passed restrictive safety 
standards in 1987, effectively blocking the air shipments 
after it was learned that Japan planned to use a container 
that had failed to survive a crash test. 

Steven Dolley, Research Director 
May 22, 1992 
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Exerpts from the Summary of the report dated March 30, 1992 by 
independent maritime experts Eco Engineering, Inc.: 

A REVIEW OF THE PROPOSED MARINE 
TRANSPORTATION OF REPROCESSED PLUTONIUM 
FROM EUROPE TO JA PAN 

ECO ENGINEERING, INC. 
1356 Cape St. Claire Road, Annapolis, Maryland 21401, U.S.A. 
Tel. (410) 757-3245 

The Casks.  
"The duration and intensity of shipboard fires, the enorrnity of the energy 
levels associated with ship collisions, and the extent of hydrostatic pressure of 
the ocean depths, to say nothing of the consequences of acts of terrorism, 
would appear to create exposure environments beyond the lirnits of the casks 
designed in accordance with IAEA standards." 

"Although the casks are tested and certified to meet IAEA standards, the point 
at which they wat fail is not known. Therefore, given their exposure to the 
fire, crush and immersion environments associated with maximum credible 
ship accidents, it is not known whether those casks can survive but it is 
strongly suspected that they could not survive such exposure," 

The System. 
"The system is so generally defined that no quantitative judgment can be made 
on the total risk. For example, there is no information concerning the issue of 
cask storage and protectíon aboard the nuclear transpon vessel. There is little 
information on the details of the transpon vessel itself and its ability to 
withstand collision, fire, and flooding." 

Compiled by:  
Citizens' Coalition 4gainst the Plutonium Fast-13reeder Program 
Plutonium_Action Network - Kyoto 
Suite 103, 22-75 Tanaka Sekidencho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, 606 Japan 
Tel. +81-75-701-7223 Fax. +81-75- 702-1952 
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